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Abstract

Eye-tracking has been a useful process-tracing measure to disclose attentional
mechanisms in human decision making, such as in multi-attribute decision making.
In recent years, the field of multi-attribute decision making has been greatly advanced
by the development of formal computational models. However, most computational
models of multi-attribute decision making only deal with choices and response times.
To date, there has been no detailed investigation on combining eye-tracking measures
with computational models in multi-attribute decision making. This dissertation
aims to investigate possible approaches that integrate eye fixation data with computational models, and to provide new insights into decision dynamics underlying
multi-attribute decision tasks. Specifically, I adopted and evaluated two different approaches to combine computational models with eye fixation data in intertemporal
choice and simple risky choice. The first fixation-modulated approach feeds eye fixation data into sequential sampling models as exogenous inputs, and predicts behavioral responses based on combinations of feature values and eye fixations. The second
generative modeling approach predicts both choices and eye fixation data simultaneously through a single model structure with three essential cognitive components
- information sampling, feature representation, and preference formation. Different
model configurations under the generative modeling approach were constructed for
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both intertemporal choice and simple risky choice, where different models hold different assumptions about feature representation in multi-attribute tasks. These models
were quantitatively fitted to experimental data from Amasino et al. (2019) and Stewart et al. (2016), with the synthetic likelihood approximation method and a set of
summary statistics, in a Bayesian framework. The models displayed good fits to the
experimental summary statistics. The model comparison results suggested large individual variability regarding the relative performance of different model configurations,
where the attribute-wise generative model showed a slight advantage when aggregating across subjects, for both intertemporal choice and simple risky choice. Although
there is still room for improvement and generalization, the current work has opened
a novel way to successfully model behavioral and eye fixation data in multi-attribute
decision making.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Understanding how human beings guide their attention and process information
in a noisy and uncertain environment is central to cognitive psychology. Tracking eye
movement has been used as a proxy for representing moment-to-moment attention
and inferring thought processes over long time periods. It is usually assumed that the
locus of eye fixations corresponds to the information being internally processed, and
that the duration of the fixation is considered as the time spent to encode and process
information (Just and Carpenter, 1976). Shifts in fixation locations are guided by
covert shifts in attentional focus (Kellough et al., 2008; Deubel et al., 1996; Henderson,
2003). The interrelatedness between eye movement and attention is further supported
by the shared functional anatomical areas in the human brain (Corbetta et al., 1998;
Van Gompel, 2007).
Over the past two decades, major advances in eye-tracking data collection have
allowed the use of eye movement data in understanding human decision making mechanisms (Orquin and Loose, 2013). By providing processing evidence over the time
course before making the overt choice, eye movement data offer rich information to
investigate the dynamics of information processing, going beyond descriptive analyses
of eventual behaviors. Importantly, recording eye movements during decision making does not alter choice behavior (Franco-Watkins and Johnson, 2011; Glöckner and
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Betsch, 2008b). Relying on eye movement data, researchers have found that gaze allocation plays a causal role in constructing the decision (Shimojo et al., 2003), and such
a causal role motivated the development of formal cognitive models where eye fixations modulate the preference formation in various decision making tasks (Krajbich
et al., 2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011; Smith and Krajbich, 2018).
In earlier stages of analyzing eye-tracking data, what we know about the role of
attention in the decision making process is largely based upon performing statistical
analyses and drawing inference on eye fixation data (e.g., Russo and Dosher, 1983;
Svenson, 1979; Stewart et al., 2016). However, recent years researchers have made
great strides in incorporating eye-tracking data into computational cognitive models (Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011; Gluth et al., 2020; Glickman
et al., 2019; Noguchi and Stewart, 2018), such that a theoretical and systematic understanding of the mechanistic roles of attention in the decision making process can
be gleaned. Despite the rich findings, controversies and difficulties exist concerning
how to leverage eye-tracking data into modeling cognitive processes. In this thesis,
I employ two different approaches to model information processing with eye fixation
data in the decision making task, where the two approaches differ greatly in their
theoretical bases of the eye fixation data: the first approach considers eye fixations as
the exogenous inputs to the cognitive models and is agnostic about attentional processes, whereas the second approach explicitly explains the generation of eye fixations
and therefore treats eye fixations as part of the model output. The difference of the
two approaches is further elaborated in Section 1.2 of this Chapter.
The current dissertation seeks to explain the information processing using eyetracking data during multi-attribute decision making, where each choice option is
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composed of multiple attribute values. Only a limited number of studies have directly
tested decision making theories with eye-tracking data for this type of decision making
problem. Other closely related research topics are beyond the scope of this thesis but
will be referred to if the current work draws inspirations from them. For instance, the
current work is largely inspired by the eye fixation modeling work on simple decision
making tasks (Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011). It is also worth
mentioning that in addition to eye fixation, other measures from eye-tracking data
can be considered as part of the computational model in future studies, such as pupil
dilation (Cavanagh et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2018), spontaneous eyeblink rate (Eckstein
et al., 2017), and microsaccades (Engbert et al., 2011). Also, eye-tracking is not the
only way to offer process tracing evidences. Mouse tracing, for example, is also packed
with information about decision processes. The generalizability of the current work
will be discussed at the end of the thesis.
In what remains of this chapter, I first present a brief review on the research history of multi-attribute decision making, highlighting the theoretical debates between
option-wise and attribute-wise models. Next, I compare different methodological
approaches in which eye fixation data are combined with computational models in
existing decision making literature. At the end of this chapter, I present the overall
structure of the dissertation and state the purpose of the current research.

1.1

Review of multi-attribute decision making

Decision making in a naturalistic environment often requires careful considerations of several aspects. For instance, when deciding which restaurant to go for
dinner tonight, you probably would think through several aspects, such as location,
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restaurant environment, food taste, service quality, and so forth. An optimal decision
making requires properly identifying and weighing different aspects, or attributes.
Laboratory studies investigate how people make decisions with multiple attributes
under consideration through well-designed experiments. The most common task configurations for studying multi-attribute decision making include intertemporal choice
that asks people to choose between a smaller sooner reward and a larger later reward,
and risky choice that asks people to choose between a safe smaller reward and a risky
larger reward. Other multi-attribute decision making tasks include such as choosing
food items with food appearance and nutrition information as two attributes (Enax
et al., 2016; Rramani et al., 2020), deciding scholarship award candidates based on
attributes of family income, GPA, and SAT scores (Russo and Dosher, 1983), and
choosing preferred clothes with attributes of clothes pictures and brands (Philiastides
and Ratcliff, 2013). While the aforementioned multi-attribute decision making requires subjectively previous knowledge or preference on each attribute, other multiattribute decision making tasks involve an initial associative learning of attribute
values and a later decision making based on the combination of attributes (Kahnt
et al., 2011; Pelletier and Fellows, 2019).
One major theoretical issue that has dominated the multi-attribute decision making field for years concerns whether people form a holistic representation from different
attributes in each option before making their choices. Such an option-wise representation is a fundamental assumption in utility theory, with an important property of
transitivity of preferences (Neumann et al., 1947). For example, the multi-attribute
utility theory assumes that the utility of each option is a weighted sum of values of
each attribute and that choice is determined by choosing the option with the highest
4

utility (Slovic et al., 1977). This utility theory was challenged by the fact that it
failed to explain some anomalies during the decision making process. More importantly, the utility theory cannot tell the psychological processes by which decision
makers form the holistic representation from the single attributes, therefore motivating the attribute-wise models including such as additive difference model (Tversky,
1969; Montgomery, 1977; Lindman and Lyons, 1978), decision field theory (DFT;
Busemeyer and Townsend, 1993; Busemeyer et al., 2019; Roe et al., 2001), and decision by sampling theory (DbS; Noguchi and Stewart, 2014). The DFT and DbS
theories are important extensions of the sequential sampling models (SSMs). These
models not only account for the behavioral choices, but attempt to explain the psychological processes. Each theoretical model under both option-wise and attribute-wise
assumptions has received some empirical support, but relatively fewer studies have
systematically investigated these models via eye-tracking measures. Investigating the
option-wise vs. attribute-wise debate in multi-attribute decision making with eye fixation data could cause challenges to the existing theories and provide deeper insights
into the psychological processes. In the following, I briefly summarize the research
progress of intertemporal choice and risky choice, describe the empirical work on resolving the option-wise vs. attribute-wise debate, and highlight relevant eye-tracking
studies.

1.1.1

Intertemporal choice

Intertemporal choice asks people to make a choice between a smaller reward after
a shorter delay and a larger reward after a longer delay. Earlier studies under utility theory took an option-wise approach to explain human behavior in intertemporal
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choice, by assuming that the subjective valuation of reward amount is discounted with
time delay. The specific functional form of how discounting manifests is under discussion, evolving from the classical exponential discounting function (Samuelson, 1937),
to the hyperbolic discounting function and the quasi-hyperbolic function (Mazur,
1987; Ainslie and Haendel, 1983; Laibson, 1997). Hyperbolic discounting function
is usually considered to be an advantageous function because it explains the fact
that people discount future rewards more steeply when they have the opportunity
for immediate gratification than when both rewards occur in the future. Such an
option-wise viewpoint has been supported by neuroimaging studies, where the subjective valuation was found to covary with fluctuations of BOLD time-series data in
brain regions of ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), ventral striatum, and dorsal striatum (Kable and Glimcher, 2007, 2010; Peters and Büchel, 2009, 2010; Pine
et al., 2009; Wesley and Bickel, 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2015). A special assumption
regarding the discounting function maintains that the immediate and delayed options
were represented with different functional forms (McClure et al., 2007, 2004; Peters
and Büchel, 2009). However, regardless of different shapes of discounting functions,
the option-wise approach commonly insists that people integrate rewards and time
delays into their subjective representations.
The other perspective of intertemporal choice argues that decision makers rely on
comparisons of reward and time delay attributes separately, without the necessity of
integrating rewards and time delays (Dai and Busemeyer, 2014; Scholten and Read,
2006, 2010; Cheng and González-Vallejo, 2016; Gonzalez-Vallejo, 2002; Marzilli Ericson et al., 2015). The proposal of attribute-wise models was driven by empirical
anomalies that cannot be explained away by any kind of the discounting function
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(Cheng and González-Vallejo, 2016; Cheng et al., 2018). One such anomaly is the
subadditive discounting and superadditive discounting (Read, 2001; Scholten and
Read, 2006, 2010), meaning that discounting is greater (or less) within sub-intervals
than over the entire interval, which deviates from the additive property predicted
by the hyperbolic discounting model. The trade-off model proposed in Scholten and
Read (2010) was able to nicely account for the subadditive and superadditive effects,
by assuming that people make comparisons within each attribute. Another critic
is that the subjective representation of the reward amount and the time delay does
not seem to be independent. Gonzalez-Vallejo (2002) added stochastic component in
the attribute-wise comparison model to accommodate the violations of independence.
Based on the DFT, Dai and Busemeyer (2014) developed factorial configurations of
attribute-wise models of intertemporal choice. They identified that the attribute-wise
representation with noise and dynamics provided the best account for the choice and
response time data. The advantage of attribute-wise models was further supported
by Cheng and González-Vallejo (2016), where both the proportional difference (PD)
model (Gonzalez-Vallejo, 2002) and trade-off model (Scholten and Read, 2010) outperformed the hyperbolic discounting model for predicting choices. Marzilli Ericson
et al. (2015) also identified that attribute-wise models accounted for behavior data
better than option-wise models did (but see Wulff and van den Bos, 2018). Attributewise models of intertemporal choice were relatively less connected to the neuroimaging
data (but see Turner et al., 2018).
However, most studies that compared option-wise and attribute-wise models have
heavily relied on the choice proportions and/or response time data. What can eyetracking data tell us about the information processing during the decision making?
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Is the advantage still held by attribute-wise models? Franco-Watkins et al. (2016)
first used eye-tracking to study intertemporal choice and they identified that fixation
duration on each choice option was directly predictive of final choice. To address
the option-wise vs. attribute-wise debate, Reeck et al. (2017) identified two types of
information search strategy (within-alternative and within-attribute), by performing
clustering analyses on eye fixation data when making intertemporal choice decisions.
Interestingly, their result suggested that more patient decision makers tended to adopt
within-attribute search strategy, while more impulsive decision makers tended to perform within-alternative search strategy. Furthermore, by manipulating the ease of
each search strategy in their second experiment, Reeck et al. (2017) suggested the
causal role of search strategy on choice preference. In a more recent study, Amasino
et al. (2019) collected eye fixation data using two task configurations of intertemporal
choice (Fig 1.1). They developed the multi-attribute versions of the drift diffusion
model (Ratcliff, 1978) based on both option-wise and attribute-wise assumptions,
and fit the models to choice and response time data for each subject. Their model
fitting and comparison results suggested an advantage of the attribute-wise model
over the option-wise model for the majority of the subjects. Further, by identifying
that the drift slopes of rewards and time delays were not correlated across subjects,
they maintained that rewards and time delays had independent contributions to the
intertemporal choice decision making. They also found that the relative differences of
drift slopes of rewards and time delays were related to the relative differences of fixation duration and transition types, and thus explained the difference of drift slopes
as a result of attention bias. While Amasino et al. (2019) constructed SSMs and connected the modeling result with eye fixation indices, eye fixation data had no effect on
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of an intertemporal choice decision making experiment
with eye tracking data collected. Figure extracted from Amasino et al. (2019).

determining the better cognitive model. Therefore, a methodological improvement is
expected to allow eye fixation data to inform comparisons of different representation
assumptions.

1.1.2

Risky choice

If you were asked to decide between a lottery that offers $100 with a probability
of 50% and an offer of $40 with certainty, which one would you choose? Questions
like this have been used extensively in the study of human risky choice as proxies
for real-life risky decision situations. Similar to intertemporal choice, one needs to
balance between the appeal of the attractive amount ($100) and the risk of getting
nothing, instead of gaining $40 for certain.
Earlier studies on risky decision making were devoted to identifying appropriate
functional forms of the subjective representation, including classical expected utility theory (Bernoulli, 1954; Morgenstern and Von Neumann, 1953), prospect theory
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(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), cumulative prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992), subjective expected utility theory (Edwards, 1962; Savage, 1954), rankdependent utility theory (Quiggin, 2012), transfer-of-attention-exchange model (Birnbaum, 2008), and parallel constraint satisfaction model (PCS; Glöckner and Herbold,
2011). A common assumption underlying these theories is the multiplicative transformation from rewards and probabilities to the subjective counterparts (but see
Stewart, 2011, for a view of additive transformation), which is essentially the optionwise representation. Contrary to the option-wise view, proponents of attribute-wise
models postulate that the psychological process of risky choice is to make a series
of comparisons on each attribute type. Priority heuristic (PH; Brandstätter et al.,
2006) and the DbS are the leading models under attribute-wise assumptions. PH
posits that decision makers examine a series of “reasons” in a fixed order to make
their decision, where each reason requires performing the attribute-wise comparison.
In line with the attribute-wise comparison idea, DbS implements the attribute-wise
comparison in a SSM framework and assumes that decision makers make a series
of ordinal comparisons between attribute values that are stored in working memory.
However, DbS differs from PH in that it does not presume a fixed order of attribute
comparisons, nor that the decision is settled at any single comparison, but rather
a stochastic sampling process, which continues until the accumulated difference of
favorable comparisons reaches a decision boundary. Besides, DbS emphasizes the importance of decision environment, by assuming that the attribute-wise comparisons
are with attribute values from working memory.
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The use of eye fixation data has largely facilitated the reexamination of risky
choice theories and provided abundant processing evidences to reconcile the inconsistencies in different theories. In an eye-tracking study, Russo and Dosher (1983) tested
whether within-attribute information search pattern dominated in risky choice with
non-independent attributes (i.e. reward and probability). By classifying patterns of
fixation sequences, they found that decision makers showed both within-alternative
and within-attribute information search, with great individual variability. Later studies found that PH failed to account for the frequent transitions between rewards and
probabilities when individuals search for information (Glöckner and Betsch, 2008a;
Johnson et al., 2008; Glöckner and Herbold, 2011), where such a pattern can be explained by DFT and PCS models. Su et al. (2013) compared the fixation transition
patterns from a risky task with a proportion calculation task that requires conscious
multiplication calculation. They found similar fixation transition patterns from the
two tasks, but with large individual variability. Stewart et al. (2016) collected eye
fixation data based on simple risky choice. By conducting thorough statistical analyses on eye fixation data as well as their relation with behavioral choices, Stewart
et al. (2016) discovered that eye fixations strongly drove the final choices, and that
the effect was independent from attribute values.
In a more recent study, Glickman et al. (2019) investigated simple risky decision
making with a pictorial presentation of rewards and probabilities while simultaneously
collecting eye-tracking data. Glickman et al. (2019) carefully tested many risky choice
models by fitting the models to choice and response time data. Specifically, they
constructed attribute-wise models that accumulated either the normalized attribute
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value differences or the result of ordinal comparison according to DbS, and optionwise models that had one-layer or two-layer leaky accumulators. The eye fixation data
were fed into the accumulators to modulate the sequential sampling processes. Their
model fitting and model comparison results identified that option-wise model with
2-layer leaky accumulators outperformed other model variants. It is worth noting
that a leakage mechanism was included to account for the recency effect that later
fixated item tends to have a larger effect on the final choice. Furthermore, they found
that subjects who preferred within-option representation tend to make better choices
(i.e. choosing the option with higher expected utility).
Taken together, although the attribute-wise models of risky decision making including PH and DbS provide intriguing explanations of the information integration
process and a good account for the behavioral choice data, they surprisingly did not
gain much support from eye fixation data. Option-wise representation of risky choice,
however, seems to be a more plausible mechanism, in that (1) within-alternative fixation transitions are more frequent than within-attribute fixation transitions, according
to analyses from several datasets; (2) option-wise models with two-layer leaky accumulators decisively outperformed other attribute-wise models in the study of Glickman
et al. (2019). However, it remains unclear how option-wise representation can explain
within-attribute transitions. Are they reflecting some form of attribute-wise representation, or simply necessary parts of fixation transitions? In addition, large individual
differences in their eye fixation patterns exist, calling into question whether the difference is caused by different decision-making strategies or by individual manners of
eye movements.
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1.1.3

Discussion

So far I have reviewed some important research progress on multi-attribute decision making studies and emphasized the role of eye fixation data in elucidating
theoretical problems. Although the goal of this thesis is closely related to the debate
between option-wise and attribute-wise representation, I do not seek for a universal
answer to the debate due to the following three reasons. First, previous studies found
that the employment of each representation form is strongly affected by the task nature, in terms of correlational or independent relations between attributes (Payne and
Braunstein, 1978; Svenson, 1979; Russo and Dosher, 1983). Recent studies revealed
that decision makers internalized statistical associations between risk and reward
(Pleskac and Hertwig, 2014; Skylark and Prabhu-Naik, 2018) and between time delay
and reward (Skylark et al., 2020). This type of inherent statistical relation has not
been identified with other types of multi-attribute decision making. Second, even for
the same type of decision making (e.g. risky choice), information processing might be
affected by different presentation formats in which attribute values are shown, such
as numerical presentation (Stewart et al., 2016) or pictorial presentation (Glickman
et al., 2019). For the convenience of collecting eye tracking data, different attributes
are usually placed on different locations, which could facilitate within-attribute transitions, compared to natural decision making situations (Russo and Dosher, 1983).
Third, previous studies have found the change of searching strategies during the decision making process (Raaij, 1977).
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Figure 1.2: Diagrams of different approaches to combine eye fixation data
with computational models in decision making. In each diagram, gray square
boxes denote observable variables that do not come from model outputs while transparent square boxes denote variables from model outputs. The variables from model
outputs serve as model predictions of their experimental counterparts. Arrows represent logical relations between different variables under each approach. Four different
approaches are: (A) Statistical modeling, (B) Behavioral modeling, (C) Fixationmodulated modeling, and (D) Generative modeling. See text for more explanation.
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1.2

Computational models of eye fixation data

The incorporation of eye fixation data has provided important insights into the
underlying cognitive processes in decision making problems. However, different studies differ greatly in the way that eye fixation data are utilized. Figure 1.2 summarizes
the main approaches to combine eye fixation data with computational models: statistical modeling, behavioral modeling, fixation-modulated modeling and generative
modeling. Statistical modeling - the most straightforward approach - first quantifies
continuous eye-tracking measures into concrete summary statistics, and then conducts a series of statistical tests based on parametric or nonparametric models (e.g.,
Russo and Dosher, 1983; Reed, 1973; Stewart et al., 2016). This approach allows
researchers to infer the computational and cognitive mechanisms from the statistical testing results, while leaving a thorough understanding of how information gets
processed elusive. Formal cognitive models provide mechanistic explanations about
information processing, so that in the Behavioral modeling approach, cognitive models are employed to account for the behavioral choice and response time data, with
a second-step correlation assessing similarity between model mechanisms and eye
fixation summary statistics. To directly assess the effect of eye fixation data on the
cognitive processes, a further step is to feed eye fixation data into the cognitive models
and to test how well the models produce the choice outcome, termed as the Fixationmodulated modeling approach. The most complex approach - Generative modeling takes a step further to model the attentional process, such that the cognitive models
predict eye fixation data as well as behavioral response data. Each approach will be
discussed in detail in the next sections.
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1.2.1

Statistical modeling

Statistical modeling here refers to a wide range of statistical analyses that are
applicable on eye fixation data. Statistical models, technically, do not belong to
the regime of computational models. However, since many previous studies using
eye-tracking measures rely on statistical models to infer the underlying cognitive
mechanisms during multi-attribute decision making, I include statistical models as a
separate section for completeness purposes.
Statistical modeling of eye fixation data is typically performed on a series of statistic measures, including but not limited to the total fixation duration before making
the choice, total number of fixations before making the choice, fixation duration on
each fixation, first/last fixation in a trial, types of fixation transitions. For the purpose of identifying option-wise or attribute-wise representation, one critical statistical
analysis is to compare the within-alternative and within-attribute information search
in fixation sequences (Russo and Dosher, 1983; Reeck et al., 2017; Stewart et al.,
2016). Here within-alternative searching pattern refers to attending to attributes
within the same option consecutively, whereas within-attribute searching pattern indicates attending to different alternatives within the same attribute consecutively.
In real experimental data, fixation sequences of pure within-alternative or withinattribute rarely exist, and instead fixations are often analyzed in shorter segments,
with a sequence of information search defined by two, three or four consecutive fixations. The better description of decision making strategy is decided by the relative
larger proportion of within-alternative and within-attribute transitions.
Note that throughout this thesis, the terms within-alternative and within-attribute
denote two types of information search patterns, where option-wise representation and
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attribute-wise representation denote two types of information processing strategies.
Although many previous studies have assumed an asserted link between the fixation
transition pattern and the processing strategy, this is not necessarily the case (Russo
and Dosher, 1983), considering for example the existence of overt attention.

1.2.2

Choice modeling and post-hoc correlation

One way to combine computational modeling with eye-tracking data is to perform
model fitting and model comparison on the behavioral choice data, and then correlate model parameters with eye-tracking data indices. This approach can be quite
convenient to implement, because most mechanistic models in the field of decision
making were designed for explaining behavioral choice and/or response time data.
The intertemporal choice modeling work in Amasino et al. (2019) is a good illustration of this approach, where they constructed cognitive models to fit choice and
response time data and then correlated eye tracking indices with behavioral parameters. Specifically, Amasino et al. (2019) developed the multi-attribute DDM, where
the drift rates associated with each attribute were constructed under either optionwise or attribute-wise assumption. After estimating the drift slope parameters, they
correlated across subjects the slope difference with two eye fixation measures - an
attribute index quantifying the looking time difference at reward and time delay attributes and a Payne index quantifying the difference of within-option transitions
and within-attribute transitions, confirming that more attention is allocated on the
attribute for which they show a higher drift slope.
In another example of correlating eye fixation measures with cognitive modeling,
Noguchi and Stewart (2018) developed the multi-alternative decision by sampling
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model (MDbS) as a process model for multi-alternative decision making, with a focus
on the three context effects: attraction, compromise and similarity. Different from
previous models that explain multi-alternative decision making, Noguchi and Stewart
(2018) emphasized the attentional bias on the decision making process. In particular,
they specified that the probability of assessing each attribute value is affected by its
similarity to other attribute values in working memory. Later, eye fixation transition
data were shown to be qualitatively consistent with model simulations based on a
particular set of parameter values, therefore suggesting the adequacy of the computational model using the eye-tracking data.
Theoretically, such a post-hoc correlational approach between cognitive models
and eye fixation data is in line with the two-step correlational approach in neural
studies. Under the two-step correlational approach in neural studies, cognitive models are first assessed with behavioral choice and/or response time data, and model
parameters or model representations are then correlated with neuroimaging data or
EEG data (Turner et al., 2019b), which has greatly inspired a variety of findings
in the fields such as perceptual decision making (Forstmann et al., 2008, 2010), intertemporal choice (Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Turner et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al.,
2015, 2014), and reinforcement learning (Daw et al., 2011; da Silva and Hare, 2020;
Collins and Frank, 2018).

1.2.3

Fixation-modulated modeling

Although the two-step correlational approach provides a reasonable means to associate cognitive mechanisms with eye fixation data, the information contained in eye
fixation data does not affect the cognitive processes within the model, and thus it is
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hard to evaluate to what extent the attentional process drives people to make specific
choices. An advancement to the two-step correlational approach is to consider eye
fixation data as an exact proxy for attention and to allow eye fixation data directly
drive the cognitive processes in the model. The seminal work of this approach is the
attentional drift-diffusion model (aDDM; Krajbich et al., 2010), as an extension of
the drift diffusion model. In their value-based decision making task, subjects chose
between two snack items on a computer screen. Subjects were allowed to freely look
at both items before making the choice and their eye movement data were simultaneously recorded. At most trials, subjects switched their fixations back and forth
between the two items for a few times before they made the final choice. When fitting
the model using the collected eye fixation data, Krajbich et al. (2010) randomly sampled fixation times from experimental eye fixation data for each pair of subjectively
valued item, and allowed the sequential sampling process to be modulated by which
item gets fixated. By doing so, Krajbich et al. (2010) successfully predicted subjects’
choices with a high accuracy, showing a significantly better prediction than the random model did, where choices were only dictated by the subjective ratings of snack
items. The aDDM framework was further extended to the three-alternative simple
choice task (Krajbich and Rangel, 2011), decision making tasks in numerous contexts
(Smith and Krajbich, 2018), decision making with nine alternatives (Thomas et al.,
2020), and simple risky choice (Glickman et al., 2019).
The aDDM framework, although fruitful and still in use, has faced many challenges
during the implementation of the models. There has not been a unified solution to
these challenges. In the following, I discuss three prominent challenges: choosing
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the accumulation unit of SSMs, specifying mechanistic assumptions of SSMs, and
terminating accumulation process.
The first challenge concerns the choice of the accumulation unit of SSMs. Although
the sequential sampling process is theorized as a continuous process, it is typically
approximated as a discrete process (Brown et al., 2006). Hence, when dealing with
eye fixation data, we need to establish the realization of the single accumulation step.
More specifically, we need to decide what corresponds to the accumulation unit in
SSMs, and researchers have mixed opinions about whether each fixation should be
treated as a single accumulation step or multiple steps. The aDDM framework, from
its inception, has implemented one fixation as multiple steps in the accumulation
process (Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011), where the number of
the step depends on the fixation duration. On the contrary, Glickman et al. (2019)
implemented each fixation as a unit of accumulation process, thereby ignoring fixation
duration. Glickman et al. (2019) further suggested that their best-fitting model with
each fixation as the accumulation step showed better performance than the bestfitting model with each fixation as multiple accumulation steps. To the best of my
knowledge, no other empirical studies have attempted to make this comparison.
The second challenge is how to specify mechanistic assumptions of SSMs, such as
adding non-linear components of information leakage and lateral inhibition between
accumulators (Usher and McClelland, 2001), allowing primacy, recency, discounting
of attentional effect, or reversely, reducing to the most simple linear ballistic accumulator models (LBA; Brown and Heathcote, 2008; Donkin et al., 2011). To investigate
the necessity of different mechanistic assumptions, Ashby et al. (2016) systematically
compared the effect of incorporating leakage, primacy, recency and discounting factor
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into the SSMs. By comparing how well different model variants predicts the behavioral choice, they suggested the importance of including information leak mechanism
and possibly also primacy/recency effects. The importance of leakage was further
supported by Glickman et al. (2019), where the estimated leakage parameters were
well above zero in their gaze-modulated accumulation models for risky decision making. Implementing SSMs also requires deciding between a relative threshold and an
absolute threshold. Mullett and Stewart (2016) suggested the adequacy of using a
relative threshold based on the the gaze cascade effect. Together, although previous
studies have shed some light on the specifications of SSMs, it is not clear to what extent each conclusion can be understood as a general rule of this modeling framework.
When feeding eye fixation data into SSMs, there are still a lot of arbitrary choices to
make, and it is unrealistic for empirical studies to test all plausible configurations.
Another challenge concerns the termination of the sequential sampling process.
As a type of processing evidence, the total length of eye fixations on each trial is
supposed to be consistent with the duration of the response time, given the same
onset and offset time. However, the response times predicted from SSMs by feeding
in eye fixations hardly agree with the experimental response times, which causes a
major setback to this fixation-modulated modeling approach. For example, Krajbich
et al. (2010) implemented the termination of sequential sampling process as hitting the
threshold value, such that the simulated response times can be higher or lower than
the experimental response times on the trial level. Some solutions to this problem were
raised. Smith and Krajbich (2018) fed ordered fixation times into accumulators until
reaching the empirical response times, and randomly sampled more fixation times
if empirical response time was not met at the time when threshold was hit. More
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recently, Thomas et al. (2019) developed a gaze-weighted linear accumulator model
(GLAM) that computed drift rates as the relative fixation duration on each choice
option, and produced choices and response times based on the tractable likelihood
of DDM. Hence, GLAM circumvented the inconsistency problem, but it is unknown
whether useful information gets lost by reducing eye fixation data into single drift
rates on each trial.
In addition to the aforementioned challenges, by treating eye fixations as exogenous input to SSMs, aDDM and its variants are agnostic about how those eye fixations
are generated and therefore cannot explain the attentional process, as is pointed out
by many previous studies (Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich, 2019; Song et al., 2019;
Towal et al., 2013). This leads to the generative modeling approach that is discussed
in the next section.

1.2.4

Generative modeling

Generative modeling differs from previous three approaches in that it considers
both eye fixations and behavioral responses as integral components of the cognitive
model, and it attempts to explain the attentional process (Gluth et al., 2020; Jang
et al., 2020; Callaway et al., 2020; Song et al., 2019). Generative models make specific
assumptions on how eye fixations occur as a result of stimulus features and cognitive
processes, and how eye fixations interact with final choice.
To account for the attentional process in multi-alternative decision making, Towal
et al. (2013) proposed that visual salience and item values jointly drive eye fixations.
Specifically, the fixation duration was modeled with a diffusion process and the fixation switches between options as a natural consequence of reaching the diffusion
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threshold for the currently fixated item. The choice process was then modeled with
another diffusion process similar to aDDM, where the preference formation was driven
by the item values and is modulated by the fixation. As such, the item values were
employed twice in the model for predicting the final choice. Towal et al. (2013) tested
this theoretical framework in a four snack item choice task.
In contrast to the unidirectional account of Towal et al. (2013) where attention
affects preference formation, but not in the opposite direction, Gluth et al. (2020)
assumed a reciprocal relation between the preference formation and the attentional
process. Specifically, according to Gluth et al. (2020), whereas eye fixations are
able to affect preference formation through the previous aDDM process described in
Krajbich et al. (2010), preference formation could in turn affect attentional process
by adjusting the probability of fixating on each item. Using this model, Gluth et al.
(2020) explained the distraction effect in multi-alternative decision making as an
attentional mechanism, rather than a result of divisive normalization (Louie et al.,
2013).
In recent years, Bayesian sampling theory and Bayesian rational framework have
been widely adopted to explain the attentional process. Under these frameworks, eye
fixations serve as a means of acquiring information and reducing uncertainty (Song
et al., 2019; Callaway et al., 2020; Jang et al., 2020). In a simulation study, Song et al.
(2019) explained the attentional process including the duration of gaze fixation and
switch of gaze via the Bayesian proactive sampling theory that aims at maximizing
information gain. Under their theory, the attractiveness of snack item in Krajbich
et al. (2010) is represented as a probability distribution instead of a scalar value,
and the gaze fixation is for gleaning samples from the probability distribution of
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attractiveness. By choosing a proper combination of parameter values, the Bayesian
proactive sampling framework was able to account for key characteristics observed
in Krajbich et al. (2010). Further studies attempted to claim the attentional process
as a rational attention mechanism by marrying the Bayesian sampling theory with
Markov decision process (Callaway et al., 2020; Jang et al., 2020).
Despite the dissimilar theoretical bases and mechanistic assumptions about attentional processes underlying these generative modeling studies, a common difficulty
facing them is how to develop a principled method that allows us to infer model parameters from the combined behavioral and eye fixation data. More concretely, as
the output of the generative models, eye fixation data should be included as a part
of the likelihood function when evaluating the goodness of model fit, which poses a
theoretical and technical challenge. Due to the difficulty of model fitting using eye
fixation data, Song et al. (2019) examined their Bayesian proactive sampling model by
simulating a series of model outputs and comparing them with empirical eye fixations,
sidestepping the problem of model fitting.
Other studies have evaluated the likelihood functions based on a set of summary
statistics from eye fixation data, as well as from the behavioral choice and/or response
time (Gluth et al., 2020; Callaway et al., 2020; Towal et al., 2013; Jang et al., 2020).
When relying on summary statistics from both data streams, one noticeable problem
is that eye fixation data tend to heavily influence the likelihood function, sometimes
causing negligible effects from the behavioral choice and/or response time data. Gluth
et al. (2020) tackled this problem by manually overweighing the summary statistics
from choice in the likelihood function. So far, there has not been a principled solution
to the likelihood calculation.
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1.3

Goal of the dissertation

There are two primary aims of this dissertation: 1. To better understand information processing in multi-attribute decision making and compare different theories; 2.
To develop and compare methods that combine eye fixation data with computational
cognitive models, drawing upon two strands of research into modeling eye fixation
data. In this thesis, I develop two types of computational models: the first one is to
feed eye fixation data into the SSMs for predicting choice outcome, where the second
one is to construct a generative modeling framework that can simultaneously predict
both choice and eye fixation data. Models are examined using existing datasets on
intertemporal choice (Amasino et al., 2019) and simple risky choice (Stewart et al.,
2016). For each type of model, I present model structures, show simulation and
parameter recovery results, fit different model variants to experimental data, and
evaluate model performance. Finally, contributions and limitations of the current
modeling work are discussed.
The remaining part of the thesis proceeds as follows: the second chapter shows
critical experimental findings in the Amasino et al. (2019) and presents modeling
work under the fixation-modulated modeling approach; the third chapter describes a
novel generative modeling framework on modeling eye-fixation data in intertemporal
choice; the fourth chapter deals with the model inference problem in the generative
modeling framework; the fifth chapter describes a similar generative framework for
the eye-tracking data from the simple risky choice task (Stewart et al., 2016), and
the final chapter concludes the dissertation with contributions and limitations of the
current work.
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Chapter 2: Fixation-modulated models for intertemporal
choice

In this chapter, I developed fixation-modulated models for intertemporal choice
decision making. In different models, I made different assumptions in terms of how
people form representations of choice options, based on attribute values (i.e. rewards
and time delays) and momentary eye movements. This chapter is organized in the
following way. I begin by inspecting an intertemporal choice dataset from Amasino
et al. (2019) and identifying important characteristics in the dataset. Next, I describe
the specifications of the fixation-modulated models and explain differences between
model configurations. Then, I show the model fitting procedure, evaluate model fit of
different model configurations, and compare the fixation-modulated models to some
baseline models. In the end, I summarize this chapter, discuss the implications from
the modeling results, and address some limitations.

2.1

Experimental data inspection

The modeling work in this chapter is based on the dataset from Amasino et al.
(2019), with its experimental design shown in Figure 1.1. Hence, this chapter begins
with a variety of analyses on the behavioral and eye fixation data. In addition,
the behavioral choice data were fitted to a standard hyperbolic discounting model to
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provide an initial assessment of the discounting behavior. For notational convenience,
the smaller and sooner option in each choice pair is denoted as SS, containing a reward
amount rSS and a time delay tSS . The larger and later reward is denoted as LL,
containing a reward amount rLL and a time delay tLL . According to the experimental
design of this dataset, there are two types of orientations for placing the four features
(i.e. rSS , rLL , tSS , and tLL ) on the computer screen. In the primary experiment,
the two reward values (i.e. rSS and rLL ) are always on the top of the screen, with
left/right randomly decided on each trial. In the replicate experiment, the two reward
values are always on the left of the screen, with top/bottom randomly decided on each
trial.

2.1.1

Behavioral data analysis

First, to examine the summary statistics from the behavioral choice and response
time data, Figure 2.1 shows proportions of choosing LL options (Prop(LL)) and joint
distributions of choices and response times, from each of the two datasets. In both
datasets, the distribution of Prop(LL) is heavily left skewed, suggesting an overall
preference of choosing LL options, across subjects. Note that 3 out of 105 subjects in
the primary dataset, and 2 out of 85 subjects in the replicate dataset did not make
any SS choice. The distributions of response times associated with each of the SS
or LL choice are skewed toward faster responses, suggesting that subjects have made
their choices well below the given time limit of 10s in the experiment.
According to the experiment design, tSS was fixed as 0 days while rLL was fixed
as $10 in both primary and replicate datasets. tLL ranged from 1 to 365 days while
rSS ranged from $0.5 to $9.5, creating 140 factorial combinations of choice options
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Figure 2.1: Behavioral choice proportions and response time distributions.
The left two panels illustrate the distributions of proportion of choosing LL options
(Prop(LL)), across subjects, in the primary dataset and replicate dataset. The right
two panels show the joint distributions of choices and response times, collapsing
across subjects within each dataset. Response times with SS choices are plotted on
the negative axis while response times with LL choices are plotted on the positive
axis.
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for each subject. Hence, in the next part, I examined how the average choice preference changes with different combinations of rSS and tLL values. Figure 2.2 suggests
that Prop(LL) across subjects tends to decrease with both the increase of rSS and
the increase of tLL . Such a pattern is consistent in the two datasets. By visually
comparing the change of Prop(LL) with rSS and tLL in the two datasets, there is a
stronger tendency to choose LL options in the replicate dataset than in the primary
dataset, indicated by the larger red area in the right panel than in the left panel of
Figure 2.2. Taken together, these results suggest that there is an association between
Prop(LL) and each of rSS and tLL , and that subjects in the replicate dataset have
stronger tendency to make LL choices than subjects in the primary dataset. Such a
different tendency of choosing LL options was not intentionally manipulated in the
original experiment.

2.1.2

Hyperbolic model fit with choice data

To gain better understanding of the behavioral data, I fit the hyperbolic discounting model to the individual choice data. The hyperbolic discounting model specified
the subjective valuations of SS and LL (SVSS and SVLL , respectively) as an integral
form of their respective reward amount and time delay, such that
rSS
, and
1 + ktSS
rLL
=
,
1 + ktLL

SVSS =
SVLL

(2.1)

where k is the hyperbolic discounting parameter, and lower values of k indicate
the more patient choice preference. The subjective valuations from the hyperbolic
discounting model were then passed into the softmax decision function to generate
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Figure 2.2: Proportion of choosing LL options for each rSS and tLL combination, averaged across subjects. For each subject, rSS ranges from $0.5 to $9.5
and tLL ranges from 1 to 365 days. tSS is fixed as 0 days while rLL is fixed as $10
in this experiment. The color scale indicates the proportion of making LL choices
(Prop(LL)), averaged across subjects, where red color denotes higher proportion of
making LL choices. The left panel is averaged across 105 subjects in the primary
dataset, and the right panel is averaged from 85 subjects in the replicate dataset.

the choice probability. I denote the probability of making LL choices as P(LL), which
can be expressed as

P(LL) =

1
1+

e−m(SVLL −SVSS )

,

(2.2)

where m is the softmax temperature parameter and higher values of m indicate
the more deterministic behavior. After determining the functional forms of hyperbolic
model and softmax decision function, parameters k and m were freely estimated for
each subject. As a notational convenience, for each subject, the binary choices across
trials were denoted as R = [R1 , R2 , . . .], where Ri = 1 if a LL choice was made on
trial i, and Ri = 0 if a SS choice was made on trial i. Then, for possible parameter
combination ξ = [k, m], the log likelihood (L) given the experimental responses R
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was calculated by summing up all the logarithm of binomial probabilities across trials,
such that

L(ξ|R) =

X

log B(Ri , P ri ),

(2.3)

i

where P ri is calculated through Equations 2.1 and 2.2 by plugging in four feature
values (rSS , tSS , rLL and tLL ) from trial i and the parameter value ξ. B(a,b) denotes
a Binomial probability density with the number of trials as a, and the success probability as b. The parameters k and m were estimated using the optim function in R
to maximize log likelihood values for each subject.
Model fit with parameters k and m converged for each subject. The left two
columns in Figure 2.3 present the distributions of parameter estimates of log(k) and
log(m) across subjects, from the two datasets. 12 out of 105 subjects in the primary dataset, and 19 out of 85 subjects in the replicate dataset were found to have
extremely small k estimates, specifically, with log(k) smaller than -10. Other than
these subjects, the individual k estimates were consistent with the k estimates obtained in Amasino et al. (2019). To evaluate how well the hyperbolic discounting
model fit the choice data, I calculated the average predictive probability across all
trials for each subject. Specifically, I fed the estimated k and m values of each subject
into the Equations 2.1 and 2.2 to calculate probabilities of making choices from the
experimental data, and averaged the probabilities across trials. The right column
of Figure 2.3 provides the distribution of the predictive probability across subjects,
where the average predictive probability across subjects reaches 0.895 in the primary
dataset and 0.896 in the replicate dataset. These results suggested an excellent fit
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Figure 2.3: Hyperbolic discounting model fits and parameter estimates.
In each of primary and replicate dataset, hyperbolic discounting models were fit to
individual choice data. The distributions of individual log(k) and log(m) estimates
were plotted separately in the left two columns. The most right column shows the
predictive probabilities across subjects. The top and bottom panels show the results
from the primary dataset and the replicate dataset, respectively.

of the hyperbolic discounting model together with the softmax decision function to
behavioral choices.
Another way to examine how well the hyperbolic discounting model accounts for
the behavioral choice data is to calculate subjective value differences (i.e. SVLL −
SVSS ) using individual k estimates, and to investigate the relation between subjective
value differences and behavioral choices. The left column of Figure 2.4 displays the
relation between the subjective value difference and the behavioral choice, collapsing
across all subjects and trials. As illustrated, the higher subjective value difference is
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Figure 2.4: Subjective value difference, behavioral choice, and proportion
of fixation on LL features, collapsing across subjects and trials. The left
column shows the effect of subjective value difference on the choice outcome, where
each blue dot denotes one trial and the dashed red lines denote the fitted logistic
regression functions. The right column shows the relation between subjective value
difference and the proportion of fixations on LL features (i.e. rLL or tLL ). Trials are
color coded based on whether LL or SS choice is made. The top row shows the result
from primary dataset, while the bottom row shows the result from replicate dataset.
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associated with the higher probability of making LL choices. A mixed effects logistic
regression model was fit to the behavioral choice data with subjective value difference
as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect. The result from the logistic regression
model suggested a strong effect of the subjective value difference on the behavioral
choice in the primary (β̂ = 1.115, p < 0.0001) and replicate (β̂ = 0.970, p < 0.0001)
datasets. Other than testing the relation between the subjective value difference and
the choice, it is also interesting to examine whether the subjective value difference
had any influence on the eye fixations. Because the larger subjective value difference
indicates stronger information strength that encourages more LL choices, it is likely
that people might direct more attention to LL features (i.e. rLL or tLL ) on trials with
larger subjective value difference. The right column of Figure 2.4 shows the relations
between subjective value difference and the proportion of fixations on LL features on
each trial, where different choices are separated by different colors. A mixed effects
linear regression model was fit to the fixation proportion data with subjective value
difference as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect. The linear regression model
did not yield any significant result on the effect of subjective value difference on the
fixation proportion of LL features (p > 0.05). Therefore, the effect of subjective value
difference on the eye fixations was not identified.

2.1.3

Eye fixation data analysis

To learn some characteristics of the eye fixation data, I ran a set of analyses on
the frequency of fixations on different task features and the frequency of fixation transitions among different task features. Figure 2.5 shows the average fixation number
across trials on each of the four features (rSS , tSS , rLL , and tLL ), and the average
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number of each fixation transition type (rSS tSS , rLL tLL , rSS rLL , tSS tLL , rSS tLL , and
tSS rLL ) across trials. For fixation numbers on each feature, subjects in both datasets
showed differential attention allocation across the four features, but the relative pattern was different in the two datasets. In the primary dataset, more fixations were
directed toward the reward features (i.e. rSS and rLL ), according to the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (V = 8829.5, p < 0.0001). In the replicate dataset, more fixations
were directed toward the LL features (i.e. rLL and tLL ), according to the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (V = 5051, p < 0.0001). Recall that in the primary experiment, the
reward features were always placed on the top of the screen, which might partially
cause the higher proportion of fixations on reward features. In the replicate experiment, however, the reward features were on the left side of the screen, and features
within one of the two options were on the top of the screen. Hence, the different
feature orientation may be the reason of the different attention allocation in the two
datasets.
Regarding transition types, the six different transition types in Figure 2.5 summarize pairwise transitions among the four features, without considering the direction
of transitions. By comparing the average number of each transition type in both
datasets, within-option transitions (i.e. rSS tSS and rLL tLL ) and within-attribute transitions (i.e. rSS rLL and tSS tLL ) were far more than the other two types of transitions
(i.e. rSS tLL and tSS rLL ). Further, in both datasets, within-option transitions occurred more often than the within-attribute transitions. These comparisons were all
significant with the Wilcoxon signed rank test (p < 0.0001). The most frequent transition type in both datasets was between rLL and tLL . Despite the similarity, the
primary and replicate datasets clearly differed in the transition frequency between
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Figure 2.5: Fixation types and fixation transition types in both datasets.
Fixation types refer to fixations on the four features rSS , tSS , rLL , and tLL . Fixation
transition types refer to pairwise transitions between the four features, without considering the direction of transitions. Average numbers of each fixation type and each
fixation transition type per trial are calculated for each subject. Bars represent mean
values across subjects and error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

the two reward features. Whereas there were on average more than one transitions
between rLL and rSS in the primary dataset, there were only on average around 0.7
transitions between the two in the replicate dataset. Such a pattern was likely to be
related to the top location of the two reward features in the primary experiment.
After examining the average number of each fixation type and fixation transition
type across all trials, it is also potentially informative to investigate the fixation
type and fixation transition type, by separating trials based on SS choices and LL
choices. Figure 2.6 presents the average number of each fixation type and each fixation
transition type per trial, separately for SS trials and LL trials. Across the primary
and replicate datasets, there were more fixations on SS features on trials with SS
choices, compared with trials with LL choices, according to the Mann–Whitney U test
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Figure 2.6: Fixation types and fixation transition types, before making SS
and LL choices, separately. Fixation types refer to fixations on the four features
rSS , tSS , rLL , and tLL . Fixation transition types refer to pairwise transitions between
the four features, without considering the direction of transitions. Average numbers
of each fixation type and each fixation transition type per trial are calculated for each
subject, before SS and LL choices, separately. Bars represent mean values across
subjects and error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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(W = 8063, p < 0.0001). Interestingly, subjects had relatively similar average number
of fixations on LL features, especially on rLL , possibly suggesting that subjects had
a stable tendency to look at rLL , regardless of what choices they made (W = 4506.5,
p = 0.099). Regarding the difference of transition types, what was most striking from
the comparison was that there were more fixation transitions between rSS and tSS
before making SS choices than before making LL choices (W = 6920.5, p < 0.0001).
Further, people tended to have more fixation transitions on all types of transitions,
suggesting an overall pattern of more fixation transitions before making SS choices.
It is worth noting that most subjects had much fewer number of SS trials, therefore
causing more variability in the fixation and transition numbers before making SS
choices.
Although the average numbers of fixations and transitions revealed much information about the distribution of fixations, it is also informative to investigate the
within-trial dynamics of eye fixations. Figure 2.7 provides the probability of fixating
on each of the four features across the time course of trials, collapsing across subjects
and trials in the primary dataset. As there were different numbers of fixations in
different trials, the fixation number (x-axis) of the top row is counted from the first
fixation toward the 10th fixation, whereas the fixation number of the bottom row is
counted backward from the last fixation. Trials with fewer than 10 fixations were
ignored when averaging over trials, and so the probabilities are noisier in the right
side of each plot on the top and in the left side of each plot on the bottom. The top
and bottom rows were meant to provide complementary information to the temporal
dynamics of within-trial fixations. Also, trials were separated into SS choices and LL
choices based on the ultimate choice. Figure 2.7 shows that the first fixation of trials
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tended to be toward reward features, which was similar for trials with SS choices and
trials with LL choices. As trials continued, the probability of attending to reward
features dropped sharply, and the probability of fixating at time delay features peaked
at around the third fixation, where the peak arrived a bit earlier in trials with SS
choices than trials with LL choices. The peak probability of attending to tLL was
higher than that of attending to tSS . Then the probability of fixating rewards returned to a higher level of probability 0.3, and the probability of fixating time delays
decreased to a lower level of probability 0.2. Not until the last one or two fixations,
there was a trend that the fixations were consistent with the eventual choice outcome,
such that subjects tended to look at SS features before choosing SS and to look at
LL features before choosing LL. Also, in the last fixation, the reward feature of the
chosen option was attended more than the time delay feature of the chosen option.
A similar within-trial fixation dynamic analysis was performed in the replicate
dataset. Although the result in Figure 2.8 looks quite similar to that in the primary
dataset, there are two noticeable differences. First, in the replicate dataset, the initial
high probability of attending to reward features diminished more quickly, such that
the peak of the probability of attending to time delay features occurred earlier at
the second fixation. Second, in the last fixation, the probability of attending to the
reward feature of the chosen option was only slightly higher than the probability of
attending to the time delay feature of the chosen option.
To clearly compare the distribution of the first and last fixations, between trials
SS choices and LL choices, and between the two datasets, Figure 2.9 presents the
distribution of the four features in the first and last fixations. Consistent with the
plots of within-trial temporal dynamics, the first fixations tended to be toward reward
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from the primary dataset.
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Figure 2.8: Probability of fixating on each of the four features across fixations in each trial, averaged across subjects and trials (replicate dataset).
The fixations in the top row are counted from the trial onset, while the fixations in
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features, where the dominance of reward features in the first fixation was stronger
in the primary dataset. In addition, in the primary dataset, subjects had a slightly
larger tendency to fixate at reward features in the trials with LL choices than the
trials with SS choices. In this last fixation, on average, subjects in the primary dataset
were most likely to attend to reward features, whereas subjects in the primary dataset
were most likely to attend to LL features. By further inspecting the last fixation in
trials with SS choices or LL choices, subjects in the primary dataset were much more
likely to attend to rSS before choosing SS option than tSS , but such a difference was
less obvious in the replicate dataset. Similarly, in the last fixations before choosing
LL options, subjects in the primary dataset were more likely to attend to rLL than
tLL , but such a difference was to a lesser extent in the replicate dataset.
The previous analyses suggest that before making SS and LL choices, there were
different patterns in the gaze trajectories, first and last fixations, average fixation
numbers on different features, and average transition types. To better appreciate
the relationship between eye fixations and eventual choice outcomes, I combined the
four features into two measures - proportion of fixation on LL features (rLL or tLL ),
and proportion of fixation on reward features (rLL or rSS ), and aggregated the two
measures across SS trials or LL trials. The top row of Figure 2.10 illustrates a
clear attention bias on LL features when subjects chose LL options in both datasets.
Specifically, the majority of subjects tended to look at their chosen items before
making the responses. Such a pattern occurred for 100 out of 105 subjects in the
primary dataset (3 subjects in the primary dataset did not make any SS choice),
and for 79 out of 85 subjects in the replicate dataset (2 subjects in the primary
dataset did not make any SS choice). The bottom row of Figure 2.10 illustrates
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Figure 2.9: Distribution of the four features in the first and last fixation,
collapsing across trials and subjects. Results from the primary and the replicate
dataset are on the left and right side of the plot, respectively. In each box, the larger
barplots show the distributions of first (top row) or last (bottom row) fixations collapsing across all trials and all subjects. The smaller barplots show the distributions
corresponding to the larger barplot in the same box, with trials split by choosing SS
and choosing LL.
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Figure 2.10: Proportion of fixations on LL features and reward features,
before LL and SS choices, for each subject. LL features include rLL and tLL , and
reward features include rLL and rSS . The left column shows results from 105 subjects
in the primary dataset, and the right column shows results from 85 subjects in the
replicate dataset. The red dots show the proportion of fixations on LL features (top
row) or on reward features (bottom row), averaged over trials with LL choices. The
blue dots show the corresponding proportion of fixations, averaged over trials with SS
choices. The dotted horizontal lines denote the average proportion of fixations across
subjects, where colors are consistent with the scattered dots. In each panel, subjects
are sorted in ascending order of the fixation proportion averaged over LL trials (red
dots), and the order of subjects is not consistent across the four panels.
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Figure 2.11: Prediction accuracy using last fixation for each subject. Last
fixation at each trial was used to predict the choice outcome, and the prediction
accuracy was computed for each subject. The left and right histograms show the
distribution of prediction accuracy across subjects in the primary dataset and in the
replicate dataset, respectively.

whether subjects had overall bias of attending to reward features before choosing LL
options, because intuitively attending more to the reward features might cause more
comparisons within the reward dimension and lead to more LL choices. However,
such an attention bias was not clearly identified from either the primary dataset or
from the replicate dataset.
Figure 2.7, Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 all suggested consistency between the last
fixation and the choice outcome. Namely, subjects tended to look at features from the
chosen item. Then it was interesting to examine in the next section to what extent
the last fixation was consistent with the final choice. Specifically, I calculated the
proportion of the correct prediction of choice outcomes using the attended features in
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the last fixation, for each subject. For example, attending to either rSS or tSS before
choosing SS was counted as a correct prediction. Figure 2.11 displays the distribution
of the prediction accuracy across subjects in each dataset. As illustrated, across the
two datasets, attended features on the last fixation could successfully predict choices
in more than half of trials, for the majority of subjects. The average prediction
accuracy in the primary and replicate dataset was 0.729 and 0.739, respectively. This
suggested the high consistency between the last fixation and the final choice.

2.2

Fixation-modulated model

According to the review of different models in Chapter 1, fixation-modulated
models consider eye fixations as part of the model input, where eye fixations predict
behavioral responses together with attribute values. Based on this modeling framework, I developed two model variants on intertemporal choice: option-wise model
and attribute-wise model. Specifically, in both model variants, eye fixation data were
fed into accumulation models and on each trial the accumulation process terminated
when the empirical response time was reached. Response times were not modeled by
the accumulation models in the current models. In other words, I relaxed the threshold mechanism in traditional value accumulation models. For both model variants,
it is assumed that eye fixations influence the accumulation process by modulating
the subjective representation of attribute values. However, the specific way of the
modulation differs between the option-wise model and the attribute-wise model.

2.2.1

Option-wise model

The option-wise model assumes that reward and time delay values in each choice
option are integrated into their subjective representations before getting into the
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accumulation process. At every moment in time, subjects could only covertly fixate
on at most one feature, so it is assumed that subjects represent the integrative values
when they look at any of the two features of the choice option. As such, for every
moment t in the eye tracking sample, the momentary valuations associated with each
option (i.e. VSS (t) and VLL (t)) are calculated via a hyperbolic discounting function,
modulated by the current fixation, such that
rSS
SSidx (t),
1 + ktsSS
rLL
LLidx (t),
VLL (t) =
1 + ktsLL
VSS (t) =

where SSidx (t) and LLidx (t) are indicator functions defined by


1, when fixation is on either rSS or tSS at time t
η, otherwise



1, when fixation is on either rLL or tLL at time t
η, otherwise

SSidx (t) =
LLidx (t) =

(2.4)

Three parameters were involved in developing the subjective representations: a
delay discounting parameter k, a power transform parameter s, and a fixation modulation parameter η. The power transform parameter s was included to provide extra
flexibility in forming subjective representation, and also to keep the number of free
parameters on the attribute values the same as in the attribute-wise model. The
fixation modulation parameter η was constrained to be between 0 and 1, such that
unattended option had a reduced value representation. The subjective valuations
are modulated by the fixation in a multiplicative manner, which is in line with the
1-layer leaky accumulator model (Glickman et al., 2019) and the aDDM framework
(Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011; Smith and Krajbich, 2018). Note
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that the η parameter was functionally similar to the θ parameter under the aDDM
framework.
Based on the subjective valuations, SS and LL accumulate their preference values
at each time moment, therefore creating a discrete accumulation process. The accumulation of momentary valuations may not be perfect, and so a leakage mechanism
(κ) was considered that allows momentary valuations to decay along the accumulation process. Such a leakage mechanism was previously found to be important in
accounting for data from many decision making tasks (Usher and McClelland, 2001),
including studies that modeled eye fixation data (Glickman et al., 2019; Ashby et al.,
2016). Another decision mechanism was the lateral inhibition term (β) that assumes
a mutual inhibition between the two accumulators. Further, the accumulation process is usually assumed to be noisy, so that a noise term δ(t) was included, sampled
from a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation σ:

δ(t) ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).

(2.5)

With the above mechanisms, the momentary preference values PSS (t) and PLL (t)
associated with SS and LL, respectively, updated moment by moment according to
PSS (t) = (1 − κ)PSS (t − 1) + VSS (t) − βPLL (t − 1) + δ(t), and
PLL (t) = (1 − κ)PLL (t − 1) + VLL (t) − βPSS (t − 1) + δ(t).

(2.6)

In this accumulation model, the leakage term κ allows VSS and VLL values at
earlier time moments to have less effect on the eventual choice outcome, therefore
helping to account for recency effects in the eye fixations (Glickman et al., 2019;
Ashby et al., 2016). In addition, when there is no fixation at a certain time moment,
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the leakage mechanism decreases the preference value. In the accumulation models
described in the current chapter, there is no threshold mechanism that determines
when the accumulation process terminates. Instead, the accumulation process is
terminated based on the empirical response times. Specifically, when time t reaches
the empirical response time, the preference values associated with each of SS and
∗
∗
LL are denoted by PSS
and PLL
. Then the probability of making LL choice - P(LL)

is mapped from the preference values at the final time moment of the accumulation
process, through a softmax transformation with a temperature parameter m, such
that

P(LL) =

2.2.2

1
∗ −P ∗ )
−m(PLL
SS

1+e

.

(2.7)

Attribute-wise model

Different from the option-wise model, the attribute-wise model did not assume an
integration of rewards and time delays. Instead, rewards and time delays drive the
accumulation process through a series of within-attribute comparisons. Comparisons
occur within reward dimension or within time delay dimension, depending on which
feature is attended at time moment t. If the fixation at time t is on either rLL or
rSS , then the within-attribute comparison is on the reward dimension. If the fixation
at time t is on either tLL or tSS , then the within-attribute comparison is on the time
delay dimension. Specifically, the subjective valuations of SS and LL options at each
time moment t are computed as
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αr
t
VSS (t) = rSS
ridx (t) + tαLL
tidx (t), and
αr
VLL (t) = rLL
ridx (t) + tαSSt tidx (t),

where tidx (t) and ridx (t) are indicator functions that assume



1, if attending to either rLL or rSS at time t
η, otherwise



1, if attending to either tLL or tSS at time t
η, otherwise

ridx (t) =

tidx (t) =

Therefore, when either rSS or rLL is fixated at time moment t, the attributewise model performs the within-attribute comparison within the reward dimension.
Larger rLL over rSS causes higher momentary subjective valuations of VLL (t). η
works as a fixation modulation parameter, such that when fixation is not on the
time delay dimension, this dimension still gets represented, but to a lesser extent
depending on the value of η. Similarly, when either tSS or tLL is fixated at time
moment t, the attribute-wise model performs the within-attribute comparison within
the time delay dimension. Larger tLL over tSS causes higher momentary subjective
valuations of VSS (t). The extent that reward dimension gets represented also depends
on the fixation modulation parameter η. Also, parameters αr and αt are power
transform parameters that work on the reward features and time delay features,
respectively. The use of power transformation reflects the assumption about how
people subjectively represent those feature values, when comparing feature values
within each dimension.
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The subjective valuations of VSS (t) and VLL (t) still go through the accumulation
process and the softmax decision function to generate the probability of making LL
choices, according to Equation 2.5, Equation 2.6, and Equation 2.7, same as in the
option-wise model.

2.3

Model fit to data

Table 2.1: Summary of model parameters. List of parameters that were freely
estimated or fixed in each model. αr : the power transform parameter of reward. αt :
the power transform parameter of time delay. k, s: hyperbolic discounting parameters. σ: the noise standard deviation of the accumulation models. m: temperature
parameter in the softmax decision function. η: the fixation modulation parameter.
κ: the leakage parameter. β: the lateral inhibition parameter.
Models

Free parameters

Fixed parameters

Option-wise model
Attribute-wise model

αr , αt , σ, m
k, s, σ, m

η = 0.5, κ = 0, β = 0
η = 0.5, κ = 0, β = 0

After specifying the functional forms of the option-wise and attribute-wise models, the next step was to fit the models to the experimental data. Table 2.1 listed
the parameters that were freely estimated or fixed in each model. Some parameters
were fixed to certain values in the parameter estimation, because these parameters
cannot be identified together with other parameters. In the option-wise model, four
parameters were freely estimated: αr , αt , σ, and m. In the attribute-wise model,
another four parameters were freely estimated: k, s, σ, and m. The fixation modulation parameter η was fixed to be 0.5. The leakage parameter κ and lateral inhibition
parameter β were fixed at zero, so that the accumulation process was reduced to
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the independent race model. The model parameter estimation was performed under
the Bayesian framework, by freely estimating the free parameters for each subject,
separately, with the following priors:
αr , αt ∼ U (0, 1), and
k, s, σ, m ∼ Γ(5, 1).

Here U (a, b) denotes a uniform distribution with a lower bound a and an upper
bound b, and Γ(a, b) denotes a Gamma distribution with a shape parameter a and a
scale parameter b. The likelihood function associated with any parameter proposal ξ
was specified using the Binomial likelihood function in Equation 2.3. With the prior
distributions and the likelihood function in hand, I used differential evolution with
Markov chain Monte Carlo (DE-MCMC; ter Braak, 2006; Turner et al., 2013) to sample from the joint posterior distribution. Conventional MCMC samplers have been
shown to generate inefficient proposal sets when the parameters of a model are correlated, but DE-MCMC sampler shows a better performance when handling correlated
parameters. To implement the DE-MCMC algorithm, I used 24 concurrent chains for
300 iterations, following a burn-in period of 500 iterations, resulting in 7200 samples
of the joint posterior distribution. A migration step (Turner and Sederberg, 2012;
Turner et al., 2013) was used with probability 0.2 for the first 200 iterations, after
which time the migration step was terminated. I also used a purification step every
10 iterations to ensure that the chains were not stuck in spuriously high regions of the
approximate posterior distribution (Holmes, 2015). Visual inspection was performed
on the chains to ensure that chains converged well.
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Figure 2.12 presents the distribution of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates
of model parameters across subjects, from each of the option-wise model and the
attribute-wise model. The MAP estimates from the primary dataset and the replicate
data are color coded as blue and green, respectively. There were not systematical
differences between the parameter estimates from the two datasets. The k estimates
were highly right skewed, so parameter k was plotted in log scale. The s estimates
were also right skewed. The αr and αt parameters were left-skewed and right-skewed,
respectively, indicating different extent of power transforms on the reward and time
delay dimensions, respectively. The σ estimates from both models were close to
the Gaussian distribution, where σ estimates were smaller under the attribute-wise
model. The m estimates from both models were highly right-skewed, so m was also
plotted in log scale. Comparing m estimates in the two models, m estimates from
the option-wise model had smaller variance across subjects.
To evaluate whether the current model fitting exercise can provide us with reliable
parameter estimates, model parameter recovery analyses were conducted for each
subject, separately. Specifically, for the option-wise model, I specified true parameter
values of the four free parameters: k = 0.05, s = 0.5, σ = 2, m = 0.02, and for the
attribute-wise model, I specified true parameter values of the four free parameters:
αr = 0.8, αt = 0.2, σ = 2, m = 0.02. The true parameter values were used to simulate
the behavioral choice from each model and for each subject. After obtaining the
simulated behavioral choices for each subject, I estimated the free parameter values
for each subject under the same estimation procedure, including the specification
of prior distributions, likelihood functions, and details of the DE-MCMC posterior
sampling algorithm. The recovery results suggested good identifiability on those free
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Figure 2.12: Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates from the option-wise
and the attribute-wise model. The top row shows the MAP estimates of four
parameters from the option-wise model. The bottom row shows the MAP estimates of
four parameters from the attribute-wise model. The MAP estimates from the primary
dataset and the replicate data are color coded as blue and green, respectively. For
visual clarity, the parameters k and m in the option-wise model, parameter m in the
attribute-wise model were plotted in log scale, and other parameters were plotted in
the original scale.
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model parameters in both the option-wise model and the attribute-wise model, for
each subject, showing as that the true parameter values were well contained in the
recovered posterior distributions, and that the posterior densities were different from
the respective prior distributions. The recovery plots are not reported here due to
the high number of subjects in each dataset.
With model parameters estimated for each subject, I further conducted analyses
to compare model fitting performance between the two models. Due to the same
number of free parameters in the two models, model comparison was based on the
likelihood values, for each subject. Figure 2.13 shows the difference of likelihood values
between option-wise and attribute-wise models, against the log(k) estimates for each
subject, from the primary dataset (left) and the replicate dataset (right), separately.
The comparison suggested large individual variability in terms of which model was
favored. Also, such a preference was related to their log(k) estimates. In the primary
dataset, there was an inverse U-shaped pattern between log(k) and the likelihood
difference. A polynomial model with first and second order terms was fitted to the
data. Both first and second terms were significantly different from zero (first order
term: β̂ = −0.093, t = −3.842, p = 0.00023; second-order term: β̂ = −0.012, t =
−5.071, p < 0.0001), and the polynomial model provided a significantly better fit
than the simple linear regression model did (p < 0.0001). Such a quadratic relation
indicated that subjects with more extreme discounting behaviors (i.e. very impatient
or very patient) tend to adopt the attribute-wise model that compares attribute values
within each dimension, and subjects with relatively balanced choice of SS and LL
tend to adopt the option-wise model that integrates attribute values from different
dimensions. In the replicate dataset, however, there was a positive linear relation
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Figure 2.13: Difference of likelihood values, compared against the logarithm
of parameter k estimates. The difference of likelihood values was calculated by
subtracting likelihood of the option-wise model from the attribute-wise model. The
red dots denote the subjects that attribute-wise models explain data better, while the
blue dots denote the subjects that option-wise models explain data better. The purple
dotted curve in the left plot denotes the best-fit polynomial regression model, and
the purple dotted line in the right plot denotes the best-fit linear regression model.
The left and right panels show the result from the primary and replicate dataset,
respectively. For visual clarity, subjects whose log(k) estimates were smaller than -10
were excluded from both plots.

between log(k) and likelihood difference (β̂ = 0.028, t = 2.864, p = 0.0056), suggesting
that subjects with more impatient discounting behavior tend to use the attribute-wise
model, and that subjects with more patient discounting behavior tended to adopt the
option-wise model. The polynomial model using the replicate dataset did not yield
a significant coefficient on the second order term, so there was no quadratic relation
between log(k) and likelihood difference in the replicate dataset.
Although the model comparison in Figure 2.13 suggested some interesting patterns
between the preferred model configuration and discounting behavior, an important
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Figure 2.14:
Comparison of predictive probability between fixationmodulated models and random fixation models. The left panel shows the
comparison for the option-wise model, while the right panel shows the comparison
for the attribute-wise model. The predictive probability was calculated by averaging the probability of making correct choice prediction across trials for each subject.
Each panel includes subjects from both the primary dataset and the replicate dataset,
where each subject is denoted by a single dot. The diagonal dashed lines indicate
equivalence of predictive probabilities between the two models.
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issue that cannot be glossed over is whether such a fixation-modulated modeling
framework has improved probabilities of making correct choice predictions. To this
end, I ran another set of random fixation models as the baseline comparison. In the
random fixation models, on each trial, the accumulation processes still occur in the
time course of the empirical response time. However, instead of feeding the empirical eye fixations into accumulators, a random fixation was uniformly sampled out of
four possible features at each time moment. Therefore, the random fixation models
served as baseline models to examine whether the empirical fixation sequence will
improve the behavioral choice predictions. I performed model parameter estimation
for random fixation models with model specifications from each of the option-wise
model and the attribute-wise model, in the same way as in the fixation-modulated
models. Figure 2.14 illustrates the comparison of the predictive probability between
fixation-modulated models and random fixation models, for each of the option-wise
model and the attribute-wise model. Compared with models with random fixations
as the input, adding eye fixations did not improve the predictive probability for the
majority of subjects. Instead, the fixation-modulated models performed worse at predicting behavioral choices for 133 out of 190 subjects using the option-wise model,
and for 108 out of 190 subjects using the attribute-wise model. Altogether, the advantage of including empirical eye fixation data into the model fitting processes was not
identified. In addition, I examined fixation-modulated models by comparing model
predictions from fixation-modulated models with the prediction from the hyperbolic
discounting model that was fitted with only the behavioral choice data. Figure 2.15
shows that adding fixations did not improve the predicted probabilities for almost all
subjects in both the primary dataset and the replicate dataset.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of predictive probability. The black lines denote the
predicted probabilities of correct prediction from the hyperbolic discounting model
that was fitted with only choice data. The red dashed lines denote the predicted
probabilities of correct prediction from the attribute-wise model. The green dotted
lines denote the predicted probabilities of correct prediction from the option-wise
model. The top and bottom panels correspond to subjects in the primary dataset
and the replicate dataset, respectively.
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2.4

Summary

In this chapter, I conducted two variants of fixation-modulated models that combined eye fixation data with attribute values from the task to predict choice outcomes.
Although this framework looks very promising to be applied on intertemporal choice,
the modeling work conducted in this chapter suggested that adding eye fixations did
not provide obvious help to improve predictive probabilities compared with only using
attribute values, as the hyperbolic discounting model did.
There are several possible reasons behind that. First, the hyperbolic discounting
model provided an excellent account for the choice data, therefore leaving little room
for improvements by adding eye fixation data. Second, the eye fixation data may be
informative to the choice prediction, but eye fixations share a lot of covariance with
attribute values. Hence, the information provided by eye fixation data may largely
overlap with information from attribute values. Third, when implementing the two
model variants, the fixation modulation parameter η was constrained to 0.5, and so the
influence of eye fixation to the choice outcome was constant across subjects, which was
a very strong and unrealistic assumption. However, in an unreported recovery analysis
where η was freely estimated, there was serious problem in identifying η values, and η
was therefore fixed when estimating the models. Together, the modeling work in this
chapter made an attempt to build fixation-modulated models to understand the effect
of attention in intertemporal choice, but the models did not outperform the simpler
hyperbolic discounting model, fitted with only behavioral choices. This motivated
the use of a different modeling framework in the next chapter to tackle the current
issue.
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Chapter 3: A generative modeling framework for
multi-attribute decision making

In this chapter, I develop a generative modeling framework that predicts both behavioral choices and key characteristics of eye fixation data in multi-attribute decision
making. This chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part of this chapter, I describe three cognitive processes that are hypothesized to contribute to multi-attribute
decision making: information sampling, feature representation and preference formation. I also introduce four different model configurations according to four different
assumptions on the feature representation process. In the second part, I present simulation results obtained from different model configurations, and discuss implications
from the model simulation results. The current chapter uses intertemporal choice as
an example to describe the model structure and to provide simulation results, but
the model structure can be easily generalized to explain risky choice, which will be
described in Chapter 5.
To generate both behavioral choices and eye fixation data from the intertemporal
choice task, the generative model assumes three essential cognitive processes, describing how decision makers sample useful information from the four features (i.e. rLL ,
rSS , tLL , and tSS ) on the task screen, how decision makers represent choice options
based on sampled feature information at each moment of time, and how decision
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makers arrive at their ultimate choices through those momentary representations.
Assumptions in each cognitive process are consequential to the generation of behavioral choices and eye fixations to be consistent with the experimental observations.
Each cognitive process will be explained conceptually and mathematically in what
follows.

3.1

Information sampling

When faced with an intertemporal choice decision, decision makers need to decide
how they sample available information from different features, in a noisy and uncertain decision environment. The idea that decision makers keep sampling task-related
information before making their choices has been dominant in a variety of decision
making fields (Bogacz et al., 2006; Ratcliff and Smith, 2004; Roe et al., 2001; Krajbich et al., 2010; Usher and McClelland, 2001), including both perceptual decision
making and value-based decision making. However, despite the importance of the
sequential sampling framework, there remains a paucity of theoretical understanding
of the mechanism by which information gets sampled. In particular, a systematic understanding of the information sampling process in multi-attribute decision making
is largely lacking.
Previous studies on multi-attribute decision making with process tracing methods
such as eye-tracking have provided rich empirical evidence to contribute to theoretical
understanding on information sampling. The eye-tracking studies typically presume a
link between eye fixation patterns and different decision strategies, and attempt to directly infer decision strategies from the recorded eye fixation patterns. However, such
an asserted link is not theoretically grounded, and the use of decision strategies may
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not hinge on what is being visually attended to (Russo and Dosher, 1983; Gidlöf et al.,
2013). Hence, in the current model structure, I construct a model to quantitatively
describe the information sampling process that explains how eye fixations unfold over
the time course of the decision making, but I remain agnostic about the asserted link
between eye movements and decision strategies. Instead, different decision strategies
are exhibited in the manner by which sampled information gets represented and utilized to make a decision, to be discussed in the next Feature representation section.
Here, to model information sampling in intertemporal choice, although many other
factors may play a role, for model simplicity, I mainly focus on two factors that are
of primary importance: attribute importance and transition tendency. Other factors
that are potentially relevant to information sampling are discussed at the end of the
thesis.
The first factor concerns the relative importance of each type of attribute, and the
importance is expected to affect the necessity and priority of sampling information
from each attribute (Jacoby et al., 1976; Jacoby, 1977). Such an assumption of attribute importance underlies the decision field theory and its variants (Busemeyer and
Townsend, 1992, 1993; Roe et al., 2001; Dai and Busemeyer, 2014), and is consistent
with a body of literature demonstrating an increase of information search frequency
for attributes with greater importance (Tversky, 1972; Zhao et al., 2015; Ebert and
Prelec, 2007; Ariely and Loewenstein, 2000). In the context of intertemporal choice
and risky choice that involve a reward attribute, it has been suggested that, decision
makers attend to reward magnitude by default and routinely underweight time delay
and probability dimensions (Ebert and Prelec, 2007; Ariely and Loewenstein, 2000;
Lempert and Phelps, 2016).
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The second factor is pertaining to how decision makers conduct fixation transitions
between different features. Previous studies pointed out that decision makers tend
to conduct both within-attribute transitions (i.e. between rLL and rSS , or between
tLL and tSS ) and within-option transitions (i.e. between rLL and tLL , or between rSS
and tSS ) when searching for information during intertemporal choice, which was also
suggested by the data analysis results in Chapter 2. The relative frequency of withinattribute transitions and within-option transitions, however, is related to individual
traits such as reading habits, experimental protocols such as attribute orientation on
the task screen, and the inherent relation between different attributes (Russo and
Dosher, 1983; Reeck et al., 2017). The inherent relation between attributes refers to
whether the attributes are correlational in nature. In particular, the reward and time
delay attributes in intertemporal choice, and the reward and probability attributes in
risky choice are usually considered correlational attributes, which has been empirically
supported (Pleskac and Hertwig, 2014; Skylark and Prabhu-Naik, 2018; Skylark et al.,
2020).
To implement the above two factors in the computational model, I assume that
decision makers attend to reward features with a probability of p (0 < p < 1), and so
the probability of attending to time delay features is 1 − p. Similarly, I assume that
decision makers have a probability of θ (0 < θ < 1) for making the within-option
fixation transition, and so the probability of making the within-attribute fixation
transition is 1 − θ. Both p and θ are free parameters of the information sampling
model structure.
Another three critical assumptions are made explicitly to facilitate model construction. First, the two factors of attribute importance and transition tendency are
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hypothesized to be additive. Hence, for example, if the reward dimension is considered more important than the time delay dimension and within-option transition is
preferred, then the probability of transiting from tSS to rSS (or from tLL to rLL ) is
the highest among all possible transitions, because the transition is both toward the
more important dimension and is a type of within-option transition. Another benefit
of using an additive relation is that transitions between both different options and
different attributes (e.g. from tLL to rSS ) naturally have a non-zero probability, although the second factor of transition type does not consider the probability of such
transitions. Second, it is assumed that the probability of attending to each feature
is not affected by the history of sampled features, given the sampled feature at the
previous fixation. In other words, the Markov property is assumed to hold, which
has been similarly adopted in other studies that modeled eye fixations (e.g. Towal
et al., 2013). The third assumption presumes that fixation transitions only occur
between different features, not between the same features. Although theoretically,
fixation transitions can occur on the same feature back and forth, this cannot be
easily identified from the experimental eye fixation data and so is not considered in
the model.

Table 3.1: Transition probability matrix between pairwise features. Each
table entry indicates the transition probability from the feature of the corresponding
row to the feature of the corresponding column. Probabilities are unnormalized.
Feature

rSS

rLL

tSS

tLL

rSS
rLL
tSS
tLL

0
p + (1 − θ)
p+θ
p

p + (1 − θ)
0
p
p+θ

(1 − p) + θ
1−p
0
(1 − p) + (1 − θ)

1−p
(1 − p) + θ
(1 − p) + (1 − θ)
0
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Given these assumptions, Table 3.1 provides the pairwise transition probabilities
among four features, where each table entry indicates the transition probability from
the feature of the corresponding row to the feature of the corresponding column. The
diagonal entries of the table are constrained to be zero to indicate the assumption
that fixation transitions only occur between different features. All the probabilities
in Table 3.1 are directly obtained by adding probabilities from the two factors of
attribute importance (p or 1 − p) and transition tendency (θ or 1 − θ). However, to
construct a legitimate transition probability matrix, each row has to be normalized,
meaning that each entry of the matrix is divided by the sum of probabilities in the
corresponding row. The normalized probabilities are then used to sequentially sample
features given the previous features.

3.2

Feature representation

Information sampling provides a mathematical framework for describing how decision makers make eye fixations. With sampled features in hand, further assumptions
must be made regarding how feature values constitute the subjective valuations of
each choice option. Importantly, different assumptions correspond to different decision strategies. Specifically, each type of feature representation assumption indicates
a unique way of mapping sampled feature information to subjective valuations, the
precursor of ultimate choices. I proposed four different assumptions about the form
of feature representation: (1) option-wise representation that assumes that decision
makers represent the attribute values within each option as a whole, (2) attribute-wise
representation that assumes that decision makers perform a series of within-attribute
comparisons, (3) contingent representation that assumes a close relatedness between
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fixation patterns and subjective value representation, and (4) subtraction form of
option-wise representation that uses a subtraction form of the holistic representation.
The first form of feature representation is the option-wise representation that
considers each option as a holistic entity. Therefore, when decision makers attend to
either feature (i.e. reward or time delay) of an option, they are assumed to represent
the subjective value of the whole option. The hyperbolic discounting function is
adopted as the functional form of the subjective valuation of intertemporal choice.
As such, for each fixation t, the subjective valuations of VSS (t) and VLL (t) can be
expressed as
rSS
∗ SSidx (t), and
1 + ktSS
rLL
VLL (t) =
∗ LLidx (t),
1 + ktLL
VSS (t) =

where k is the delay discounting parameter as in the standard hyperbolic discounting function (Laibson, 1997). The SSidx (t) and LLidx (t) are two indicator functions,
where



1, when fixation is on either rSS or tSS at fixation t
η, otherwise



1, when fixation is on either rLL or tLL at fixation t
η, otherwise

SSidx (t) =
LLidx (t) =

(3.1)

Hence, at each fixation, decision makers represent subjective values of both SS or
LL, but the option that is not attended to has a reduced subjective value depending on
the fixation modulation parameter η (0 < η < 1). The lower value of η indicates more
reduction of the unattended option. The represented subjective values are passed into
the next cognitive process of Preference formation, to be discussed in the next section.
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The second proposed feature representation form is an attribute-wise representation. Contrary to the option-wise representation, the attribute-wise representation
assumes that at each fixation decision makers compare the feature values within each
attribute. When comparing features within the reward attribute, the advantage of
rLL relative to rSS indicates the subjective valuation of the LL option. When comparing features within the time delay attribute, the disadvantage of tLL relative to
tSS indicates the subjective representation of the SS option. Mathematically, at each
fixation t, the subjective valuations of VSS (t) and VLL (t) can be expressed as
t
VSS (t) = (tαLL
− tαSSt ) ∗ tidx (t), and

αr
αr
VLL (t) = (rLL
− rSS
) ∗ ridx (t).

(3.2)

Here, αr and αt are two power transformation parameters that indicate how people
represent numerical feature values about reward and time delay, respectively. The
power transformation of reward and time delay attributes has been shown to provide
a reasonable explanation of choice and response time data under the attribute-wise
representation of intertemporal choice (Dai and Busemeyer, 2014; Turner et al., 2018).
The ridx (t) and tidx (t) are another two indicator functions, where


ridx (t) =


tidx (t) =

1, when attending to either rLL or rSS at fixation t
η, otherwise

(3.3)

1, when attending to either tLL or tSS at fixation t
η, otherwise

(3.4)

Here, η still serves as a fixation modulation parameter that reduces the subjective
representation of the unattended dimension (0 < η < 1). It is worth noting, however,
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the effect of fixation modulation does not work on the unattended choice option
(as in the option-wise representation), but instead works on the unattended attribute
dimension. Still, the represented subjective values are passed into the next Preference
formation step.
The third proposed form of feature representation is termed as contingent representation. This representation form hinges on the idea that the representation form
is contingent on the pairwise fixation transition. Specifically, it presumes that people develop holistic representation of attribute values when the current transition is
within the same option, and that people perform within-attribute comparisons when
the current transition is within the same attribute. Other than within-option or
within-attribute transitions, people do not form subjective representations on choice
options based on other fixation transitions. Mathematically, at each fixation t, the
subjective valuations of VSS (t) and VLL (t) can be expressed as
 αr
α
 rLL − rSSr , if transition is between rLL and rSS
rLL
, if transition is between tLL and rLL
VLL (t) = 1+kt
VLL (t) =
LL

0, otherwise
 αt
α
 tLL − tSSt , if transition is between tLL and tSS
rSS
VSS (t) = 1+kt
, if transition is between tSS and rSS
VSS (t) =
SS

0, otherwise
As such, when the current fixation transition is between rLL and tLL , decision
makers form a holistic representation of LL. When the current fixation transition is
between rSS and tSS , decision makers form a holistic representation of SS. On the
other hand, when the current fixation transition is between rLL and rSS , the advantage of LL becomes the subjective representation of LL. When the current fixation
transition is between tLL and tSS , the disadvantage of LL becomes the subjective
representation of SS. At first sight, this assumption may look quite constraining.
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However, such a contingency assumption indeed reflects the implicit assumption underlying many previous studies by inferring decision strategies from eye fixation patterns. By explicitly developing such a contingent representation, it is plausible for us
to directly compare this representation form with other assumptions (e.g. option-wise
and attribute-wise).
The fourth representation form is a subtraction form of option-wise representation (S-option-wise representation). Although the option-wise representation and
attribute-wise representation were designed to be pitted against each other, it is noteworthy that the two representation assumptions differ in their respective functional
forms: whereas the option-wise model assumes the hyperbolic discounting form, the
attribute-wise model uses a form of subtraction. Therefore, if one model shows better
fitting performance than another one, it is hard to determine whether the advantage
is due to the difference of the option-wise vs. attribute-wise representation, or is due
to different functional forms. To avoid this problem, I developed an unusual subtraction form of option-wise representation. At each fixation t, the subjective valuations
of VSS (t) and VLL (t) can be expressed as
αr
VSS (t) = (rSS
− tαSSt ) ∗ SSidx (t), and
αr
t
VLL (t) = (rLL
− tαLL
) ∗ LLidx (t),

where SSidx (t) and LLidx (t) are defined the same as in Equation 2.4 to indicate
which option gets fixated at fixation t. αr and αt are still power transform parameters
on the reward and time delay features, respectively, as in the attribute-wise model.
Therefore, the S-option-wise representation is similar to the option-wise representation, in that each option is assumed to be represented in a holistic manner. The
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S-option-wise representation also bears some similarity to the attribute-wise representation, in that it adopts the combination of power transformations and subtractions
on attribute values.

3.3

Preference formation

Feature representation produces momentary subjective valuations of VSS and VLL .
To generate the eventual choice outcome, a sequential sampling framework is adopted,
where the subjective valuations VSS and VLL provide inputs to the sequential sampling
process. Such a sequential sampling framework bears a strong resemblance to the
aDDM framework (Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011), where the
feature values drive the value accumulation toward a threshold, modulated by eye
fixations. The difference, however, is that the eye fixations in the current generative
model framework does not come from empirical eye fixations. Rather, the information
sampling process described in this chapter generates the eye fixation patterns as
the input to the preference formation process. To specify assumptions in preference
formation, similar to the fixation-modulation models described in Chapter 2, I allowed
some nonlinear components such as leakage (κ) and lateral inhibition (β), such that
the preference values PSS (t) and PLL (t) can be written as
PSS (t) = (1 − κ)PSS (t − 1) + VSS (t) − βPLL (t − 1) + , and
PLL (t) = (1 − κ)PLL (t − 1) + VLL (t) − βPSS (t − 1) + ,
where  is a noise term, randomly sampled from a Normal distribution with a
mean of zero and a standard deviation of σ, such that

 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
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For simplicity, I did not assume any initial bias on each preference value. Hence,
the preference values of SS and LL both start from zero, and update their values until
the distance between the two preference values reaches a predetermined threshold d,
such that

|PSS (t) − PLL (t)| ≥ d.
As soon as the threshold d is reached, the information sampling process stops,
showing as the termination of eye fixations in the model output. Hence, there suggests
a reciprocal relation between information sampling and preference formation in this
framework. Whereas information sampling provides inputs of attended feature values
that drive the feature representation and preference formation processes, preference
formation in turn guides the termination of the information sampling process.
When choosing the mechanism for termination of preference formation, the relative threshold was used instead of an absolute threshold, where the absolute threshold
specifies that the sequential sampling stops whenever one of PSS and PLL reaches a
predetermined value. I used the relative threshold mechanism, because the relative
threshold has been established as a superior mechanism to the absolute threshold for
explaining the typical last fixation patterns (Mullett and Stewart, 2016; Noguchi and
Stewart, 2018).
Figure 3.1 depicts examples of the preference formation process for each of the
four model configurations with the relative threshold d, where d is a free model
parameter. In each trial, both PSS and PLL start from values of zero, and update
their respective values across fixations. The sequential sampling process terminates
when the preference value difference of PSS and PLL reaches the threshold d. A
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of preference formation on four model configurations. The updates of preference values (PSS and PLL ) in different model configurations: (A) option-wise model, (B) attribute-wise model, (C) contingent model,
and (D) S-option-wise model. A simulated trial with eight fixations was randomly
selected from each model configuration. The preference values of PSS and PLL are
denoted with blue and red colors, respectively. In each panel, PSS and PLL start from
zero values, and update across fixations. The simulated attended features at each
fixation are denoted on the top of each panel. The preference formation process terminates when the distance between PSS and PLL reaches a predetermined threshold
value d. In the simulations that produce this plot, both σ (standard deviation of the
noise term) and η (fixation modulation) are constrained to be zero. Other parameter
values for the simulations are: p = 0.6, θ = 0.7, αr = 0.8, αt = 0.1, k = 0.001, d = 6,
β = 0, and κ = 0
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behavioral choice is made based on which of PSS and PLL is larger after the final
fixation. For visual clarity, the standard deviation of the noise term σ is constrained
to zero, so there is no random noise in the illustrated examples. Also, the fixation
modulation parameter η is constrained to zero, so that the unattended fixations will
drive representation value of the corresponding choice options to zero. Despite the
similar model settings, different model configurations update their preference values
in different ways. In the option-wise model, because η is set to zero, PSS only increases
whenever the fixation is on tSS or rSS , while PLL only increases whenever the fixation
is on tLL or rLL . In the attribute-wise model, PSS only increases whenever the fixation
is on tSS or tLL , while PLL only increases whenever the fixation is on rLL or rSS . In
the contingent model, the increase of PLL or PSS depends on the pairwise transition,
such that within-option transition of SS or within-attribute transition of time delays
increases PSS , whereas within-option transition of LL or within-attribute transition
of rewards increases PLL . PSS and PLL remain unchanged during other transitions,
such as from tSS to rLL . In the S-option-wise model, the updates of PLL and PSS are
similar to the situation in the option-wise model.

3.4

Model simulations

Information sampling, feature representation, and preference formation construct
the three core components of the generative model for explaining both behavioral
choice and eye fixation data. To learn about the characteristics of data outputs
from the four model configurations, I simulated each model configuration using some
reasonable model parameters. After investigating simulation results from each model
configuration, I compared the simulated data with the empirical data, analyzing what
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characteristics of empirical data can been captured by each model. Although the
model simulations were solely based on a particular set of parameter values, the
simulation results were intended to shed some initial light on the appropriateness of
each model configuration. To differentiate the option-wise model and attribute-wise
model in this chapter from the models in Chapter 2, in what follows, the models
under the generative modeling framework are referred to as option-wise generative
model, attribute-wise generative model, contingent generative model, and S-optionwise generative model.

3.4.1

Option-wise generative model

To gain better understanding about the option-wise generative model, I simulated
the model based on parameter values: p = 0.6, θ = 0.7, η = 0.5, k = 0.001, d = 6,
σ = 2, β = 0, and κ = 0. Hence, in the current simulation, I assumed a stronger
tendency to perform within-option transitions relative to within-attribute transitions
(θ = 0.7), and a slightly higher attribute importance of the reward dimension relative
to the time delay dimension (p = 0.6). The non-fixated choice option obtained a
50% reduction of subjective representation value (η = 0.5). The delay discounting
parameter k in the hyperbolic function was 0.001. In the preference formation process,
the relative threshold was set to six and the noise standard deviation was set to two.
For simplicity, the decay (κ) and lateral inhibition (β) terms were both constrained
to be zero. Each of the 141 trials was simulated independently for 1000 times, based
on attribute values on each trial.
Figure 3.2 provides the model simulation results from the option-wise generative
model. This particular simulation produced more LL choices than SS choices, with
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Figure 3.2: Simulation results from the option-wise generative model. (A)
Distribution of number of fixations for trials with SS and LL choices, separately. The
fixation numbers associated with LL choices are plotted on the positive x-axis, while
the fixation numbers associated with SS choices are plotted on the negative x-axis.
(B) Average number of fixation across all trials, across LL trials, and across SS trials.
(C) Average number of fixation transitions across all trials, across LL trials, and
across SS trials.
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85.54% of all simulated trials making LL choices. Also, trials with SS choices on
average had greater fixation numbers (3.94 per trial) than trials with LL choices
(3.30 per trial). The relative frequency of the reward features averaged across all
simulated trials exceeded the time delay features. When separating trials based on
their eventual choices, the average fixation numbers of SS features in SS trials were
much more than those in LL trials, while the average fixation numbers of LL features
in LL trials were slightly more than those in SS trials. In the empirical results in
Figure 2.6, however, there were greater average fixation numbers on each feature in
SS trials than in LL trials, with larger difference for SS features. Hence, the optionwise generative model captured some asymmetry between SS and LL choices, but
failed to account for greater average fixation numbers of LL features in SS choices
than in LL choices.
In terms of fixation transitions from this simulation, the most frequent transitions
occurred between rSS and tSS , between rLL and tLL , and between rSS and rLL averaged
across all trials, which was consistent with the fixation transition patterns in the
empirical data, especially with the primary dataset, as shown in Figure 2.5. When
separating trials based on choices of LL and SS, transitions between rSS and tSS in
SS trials were much more than those in LL trials, which was also consistent with the
empirical results in Figure 2.6. However, the simulated transition between rLL and
tLL in SS trials was less frequent than that in LL trials, which was not observed in
the experimental data in either dataset.
To further visualize the within-trial temporal dynamics of fixation patterns, Figure
3.3 provides the evolution of probabilities of attending to each feature across the time
course of fixations, from the onset of trials (top row), or backward from the choice
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time of trials (bottom row). Across all trials, the first fixation started from a higher
probability of attending to reward features, and then from the second fixation, the
probabilities of attending to the features of the chosen option gradually rose up. At
the last fixation, the probabilities of attending to both reward and time delay features
of the chosen item were much higher than the probabilities of attending to features of
the unchosen item. Also, although both features of the chosen option increased their
probabilities approaching the last fixation, the probability of attending to the reward
feature of the chosen option stayed higher than the probability of attending to the
time delay feature of the chosen option. So far, the temporal trend of probabilities of
fixations was generally consistent with the empirical patterns in both Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8. However, the dominance of attending to features of the chosen option was
more evident when the chosen option was SS, which was not observed in the empirical
data.

3.4.2

Attribute-wise generative model

Similarly, for the attribute-wise generative model, I simulated the model based on
the following parameter values: p = 0.6, θ = 0.7, η = 0.5, αr = 0.8, αt = 0.1, d = 6,
σ = 2, β = 0, and κ = 0. The choice of parameter values were identical to those
used in the option-wise generative model, except that the use of delay discounting
parameter k was changed to two power transformation parameters. Specifically, the
power transform on the reward (αr ) and time delay (αt ) features were 0.8 and 0.1,
respectively. Still, each trial was simulated for 1000 times. Figure 3.4 provides the
model simulation results from the attribute-wise generative model, where 74.7% trials
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Figure 3.3: The probability of attending to each feature across the time
course of eye fixations, based on simulations of the option-wise generative model. The top row shows the probability of attending to each feature across
fixations, starting from the trial onset. The bottom row shows the probability of
attending to each feature across fixations, backward from the choice time. The probabilities in the first column are averaged across all simulated trials. The probabilities
in the second/third column are averaged across all simulated LL/SS trials. The four
colors green, cyan, red, and blue are associated with different features of rSS , tSS ,
rLL , and tLL , respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation results from the attribute-wise generative model.
(A) Distribution of number of fixations for trials with SS and LL choices, separately.
The fixation numbers associated with LL choices are plotted on the positive x-axis,
while the fixation numbers associated with SS choices are plotted on the negative
x-axis. (B) Average number of fixation across all trials, across LL trials, and across
SS trials. (C) Average number of fixation transitions across all trials, across LL trials,
and across SS trials.
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Figure 3.5: The probability of attending to each feature across time courses
of fixations, based on simulations of the attribute-wise generative model.
The top row shows the probability of attending to each feature across fixations, starting from the trial onset. The bottom row shows the probability of attending to each
feature across fixations, backward from the choice time. The probabilities in the first
column are averaged across all simulated trials. The probabilities in the second/third
column are averaged across all simulated LL/SS trials. The four colors green, cyan,
red, and blue are associated with different features of rSS , tSS , rLL , and tLL , respectively.
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produced LL choices. Also, trials with SS choices on average had greater fixation
numbers (7.55 per trial) than trials with LL choices (5.62 per trial).
Averaging across all trials, the reward features were more frequent than the time
delay features. However, when separating trials based on their eventual choices,
interestingly, there were on average greater number of fixations on each of the four
features in SS trials than in LL trials, which was similar to the empirical results in
Figure 2.6. Also, the model simulation showed that the relative frequency of the four
features was quite similar: more reward features than time delay features, although
the relative difference of frequency of reward and time delay features was smaller in
SS trials than in LL trials. Such a pattern was similar to the results in the primary
dataset, but was dissimilar to the results in the replicate dataset where on average
more fixations were on the features of the chosen item. Regarding fixation transitions,
transitions between rSS and tSS , between rLL and tLL , and between rSS and rLL were
the most frequent averaged across all trials. Also, there were more fixation transitions
in SS trials than in LL trials for each transition type. These two characteristics of
transitions were largely consistent with the empirical results in the two datasets.
Figure 3.5 depicts the evolution of probabilities of attending to each feature across
the time course of fixations. Here, the probabilities associated with the same dimension of features were almost always intertwined together. Starting from trial onset,
the probability of attending to reward features at the first fixation was higher than
the probability of attending to time delay features, which was similar regardless of the
ultimate choice. Following the time course of fixations, reward features were always
more frequent than the time delay features, with the difference being stronger in LL
trials. Then approaching the last fixation, the relative probability of reward and time
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delay features differed based on the ultimate choice. Whereas in LL trials, the reward
features kept increasing their probabilities of being attended to until the end of the
trial, in the SS trials, the time delay features went beyond the reward features in
the last fixation. Therefore, in the last fixation, reward features were more likely to
be attended to than time delay features on LL trials, while time delay features were
more likely to be attended to on SS trials. Such a pattern differed from the empirical
observations, where in the last fixation, features of the chosen option were more likely
to be attended to than features of the unchosen option.

3.4.3

Contingent generative model

For the contingent generative model, the simulation was performed based on parameter values: p = 0.6, θ = 0.7, η = 0.5, αr = 0.8, αt = 0.1, k = 0.001, d = 6,
σ = 2, β = 0, and κ = 0. The parameter values were identical to the parameter values used in the option-wise and attribute-wise generative model, despite the
different model specifications. Figure 3.6 presents simulation results from the contingent generative model, with 80.3% of simulated trials making LL choices. Also,
trials with SS choices on average had greater fixation numbers (5.02 per trial) than
trials with LL choices (4.27 per trial). The simulated patterns of average fixation
numbers and average fixation transitions were highly similar to those obtained under
the option-wise generative model, and so are not further discussed here. Regarding
within-trial dynamics, Figure 3.7 shows the probabilities of attending to each feature
in the time course of fixations, which differs quite a lot from both the option-wise
generative model and attribute-wise generative model. For trials with LL choices, at
early fixations, the probabilities of attending to reward features were higher than the
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results from the contingent generative model. (A)
Distribution of number of fixations for trials with SS and LL choices, separately. The
fixation numbers associated with LL choices are plotted on the positive x-axis, while
the fixation numbers associated with SS choices are plotted on the negative x-axis.
(B) Average number of fixation across all trials, across LL trials, and across SS trials.
(C) Average number of fixation transitions across all trials, across LL trials, and
across SS trials.
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Figure 3.7: The probability of attending to each feature across time courses
of fixations, based on simulations of the contingent generative model. The
top row shows the probability of attending to each feature across fixations, starting
from the trial onset. The bottom row shows the probability of attending to each
feature across fixations, backward from the choice time. The probabilities in the first
column are averaged across all simulated trials. The probabilities in the second/third
column are averaged across all simulated LL/SS trials. The four colors green, cyan,
red, and blue are associated with different features of rSS , tSS , rLL , and tLL , respectively.
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probabilities of attending to time delay features. Then approaching the end of trials,
the probabilities of attending to tLL gradually increased, and at the last fixation,
the most frequent fixations were the two features on LL. On the contrary, for trials
with SS choices, starting from the first fixation, the average probabilities of attending
to SS features were higher than the probabilities of attending to LL features, which
continued until the last fixation. However, such within-trial dynamics in SS trials
were not observed in the empirical datasets. Another unique characteristic simulated
from the contingent generative model was a small reversed changing pattern on each
feature in the last fixation for both choices. For example, the probability of attending
to rLL had a quick decrease in the last fixation after the previously increasing trend.
Such a characteristic was not consistent with the empirical dataset.

3.4.4

S-option-wise generative model

Lastly, I performed model simulations on the S-option-wise generative model based
on parameter values: p = 0.6, θ = 0.7, η = 0.5, αr = 0.8, αt = 0.1, d = 6, σ = 2,
β = 0, and κ = 0. The parameter values were identical to the parameter values used in
simulating the attribute-wise model, despite the different model specifications. Figure
3.8 shows the simulation results from the S-option-wise model, with 73.1% choices
choosing LL options. Also, trials with SS choices on average had greater fixation
numbers (5.68 per trial) than trials with LL choices (5.01 per trial). The patterns of
average fixation numbers and average transition numbers were highly similar to those
obtained from the option-wise generative model, despite some small differences, and
so they are not further discussed here. Figure 3.9 depicts the change of probabilities
of attending to each feature across the time course of fixations. The patterns were
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Figure 3.8: Simulation results from the S-option-wise generative model.
(A) Distribution of number of fixations for trials with SS and LL choices, separately.
The fixation numbers associated with LL choices are plotted on the positive x-axis,
while the fixation numbers associated with SS choices are plotted on the negative
x-axis. (B) Average number of fixation across all trials, across LL trials, and across
SS trials. (C) Average number of fixation transitions across all trials, across LL trials,
and across SS trials.
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Figure 3.9: The probability of attending to each feature across time courses
of fixations, based on simulations of the S-option-wise generative model.
The top row shows the probability of attending to each feature across fixations, starting from the trial onset. The bottom row shows the probability of attending to each
feature across fixations, backward from the choice time. The probabilities in the first
column are averaged across all simulated trials. The probabilities in the second/third
column are averaged across all simulated LL/SS trials. The four colors green, cyan,
red, and blue are associated with different features of rSS , tSS , rLL , and tLL , respectively.
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also highly similar to those in the option-wise generative model, and so are not further
discussed.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, I proposed a framework that generates both choice and eye fixation data in intertemporal choice, based on three cognitive processes of information
sampling, subjective valuation, and preference formation. Depending on how subjective valuations are constructed from sampled features, four model configurations were
hypothesized: option-wise generative model, attribute-wise generative model, contingent generative model, and S-option-wise generative model. The simulation results
provided some insights into the appropriateness of each model configuration. Some
key characteristics were successfully captured by some model configurations. For example, the overall higher frequency of attending to reward features in the primary
dataset can be captured by all model configurations. Higher fixation numbers on each
feature in the SS trials than the LL trials can only be explained by the attribute-wise
generative model. The higher probabilities of attending to features of the chosen item
than features of the unchosen item in the last fixation can be captured by all model
configurations except for the attribute-wise generative model. The simulated withintrial dynamics from the contingent generative model were the most dissimilar to the
experimental results. However, none of the model configurations from the simulations
were able to capture all key characteristics of the empirical data.
The simulation results were based on one set of particular parameter values. To
quantitatively evaluate to what extent each model can be considered a good description of the decision making process, and to compare different model variants, the
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model fitting exercise is needed. However, fitting such models to both behavioral
choice and eye fixation patterns is quite challenging. A solution to tackle the likelihood approximation problem is provided in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Parameter estimation of the generative model

While the simulation results in Chapter 3 suggest promise of the generative modeling framework, such models need to be quantitatively fitted to the experimental
data, so as to evaluate whether they are indeed good descriptors of the experimental
data. In this chapter, I conduct model parameter estimation for four specific generative models in a Bayesian framework. First, I introduce the synthetic likelihood
approximation, a kind of likelihood approximation method that provides a plausible
solution to the likelihood function of the generative models. Next, for each model
configuration described in Chapter 3, I report results from the model recovery analysis to illustrate the identifiability of model parameters, and present model parameter
estimation results by fitting the models to the experimental data from Amasino et al.
(2019), which was described in Chapter 2. Finally, I compare model fitting results
from the four model configurations and discuss implications of these findings for understanding human behavior in the intertemporal choice task.

4.1

Synthetic likelihood approximation

The generative models described in Chapter 3 are simulation-based, and they all
contain eye fixations as their critical output. There does not exist an analytical solution to the likelihood function for such models, and so an approximation algorithm is
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required to provide reasonable estimates of model parameters. Although many possible likelihood approximation algorithms exist, such as probability density approximation (Holmes, 2015; Turner and Sederberg, 2014), kernel-based approximation (e.g.,
Bazin et al., 2010; Beaumont, 2010; Beaumont et al., 2009; Turner and Sederberg,
2012; Turner and Van Zandt, 2012), I opt to the synthetic likelihood approximation
method (Turner and Sederberg, 2014; Wood, 2010), under the consideration of both
computational cost and estimation accuracy.
The advantage of the synthetic likelihood method compared with previous likelihoodfree methods is that it does not need to specify extra error terms that might lead to
inaccuracies in posterior estimation. In general, to implement the synthetic likelihood algorithm, a parameter proposal ξ ∗ is generated to simulate J new datasets of
the same size as the observed data, such that X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , XJ }. For the jth
simulated dataset Xj = {Xj,1 , Xj,2 , . . .}, a vector of M summary statistics can be
computed as

S

(j)

n
o
(j)
(j)
(j)
(Xj ) = S1 (Xj ) , S2 (Xj ) , . . . , SM (Xj )

The summary statistics across the J simulated data sets are then used to compute
b ξ = QQT /(J − 1), where
the mean vector µ
bξ , and the covariance matrix Σ
J
1 X (j)
S (Xj ) , and,
µ
bξ =
J j=1



Q = S (1) (X1 ) − µ̂ξ , S (2) (X2 ) − µ̂ξ , . . . , S (J) (XJ ) − µ̂ξ .
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The same summary statistics are computed with the observed data, denoted as
b ξ , under the normality assumpS(Y ), and are assumed to be associated with µ
bξ and Σ
tion and the central limit theorem, such that



bξ ,
S(Y ) ∼ NM µ
bξ , Σ
where NM (a, b) denotes the multivariate normal distribution with the M -element
mean vector a and the M -by-M covariance matrix b. Finally, the log synthetic likelihood (SL) function given a parameter proposal ξ ∗ can be written as

1
bξ .
b −1 (S(Y ) − µ̂ξ ) − 1 log Σ
SL(ξ ∗ | Y ) = − (S(Y ) − µ̂ξ )T Σ
ξ
2
2

(4.1)

Before adopting the synthetic likelihood method to specify the likelihood function
for the choice and eye fixation data, I need to first decide a set of summary statistics
S(·) that are expected to adequately characterize the relationship between the model
parameters and the observed data. Deciding on the set of summary statistics is
of critical importance as it has much influence on the estimation accuracy of model
parameters. Theoretically, sufficient statistics are the ideal summary statistics, where
sufficient statistics provide just as much information about the unknown parameters
of a model as the entire dataset.
In this specific situation of choice and eye fixation data, it is extremely difficult,
if not impossible, to identify sufficient statistics. Therefore, the goal of selecting
summary statistics here is to maximize the possibility for summary statistics to be
jointly sufficient for the data. For the choice and eye fixation data, I chose to use the
following nine summary statistics (i.e. M = 9), which were calculated across trials
for each subject:
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• Proportion of choosing SS across trials
• Average fixation number on rLL
• Average fixation number on rSS
• Average fixation number on tLL
• Average fixation number on tSS
• Average transition number between rLL and rSS
• Average transition number between rLL and tLL
• Average transition number between rSS and tSS
• Average transition number between tLL and tSS
When implementing the synthetic likelihood method, each parameter proposal was
used to simulate the model for 1000 times (i.e. J = 1000), to capture enough variance
from multiple simulations. I chose the nine summary statistics to be used in the
synthetic likelihood method, because they were often used in process tracing methods
to infer underlying cognitive process, and they were shown to contain important
information about different model structures in the simulation studies of Chapter 2.

4.2

Model parameter recovery and estimation

Before fitting each generative model to experimental data using the synthetic
likelihood algorithm, I conducted model recovery analyses to evaluate whether the
true parameter values can be reliably inferred from data, given the current likelihood
approximation methods. Model recovery was performed in a Bayesian framework
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using DE-MCMC to sample from the joint posterior distribution. Specifically, I used
24 concurrent chains for 300 iterations, following a burn-in period of 500 iterations,
resulting in 7200 samples of the joint posterior distribution. A migration step (Turner
and Sederberg, 2012; Turner et al., 2013) was used with probability 0.2 for the first
200 iterations, after which time the migration step was terminated. I also used
a purification step every 10 iterations to ensure that the chains were not stuck in
spuriously high regions of the approximate posterior distribution (Holmes, 2015).
Visual inspection was performed on the chains to ensure that chains converged well.
After ensuring the identifiability of each model configuration, I fit each model to
the experimental choice and eye fixation data, for each subject, separately. Model
fitting was conducted in the same way as in the recovery study, including the choice of
free parameters, fixed parameters and their values, likelihood approximation method,
choice of summary statistics, prior distributions, and details of the MCMC algorithm
specifications. Visual inspection was performed on the posterior chains to ensure that
chains converged well.
In what follows, I describe the model recovery and model parameter estimation
result for model configurations in Chapter 3: option-wise generative model, attributewise generative model, contingent generative model, and S-option-wise generative
model. For each model configuration, I first present model parameter recovery results,
showing the marginal and joint posterior distributions of the recovered parameters.
Next, I present the parameter estimation results, showing the distributions of the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates across subjects, in each of the primary and
replicate datasets.
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4.2.1

Option-wise generative model

Parameter recovery for the option-wise generative model was conducted based
on a set of free parameters: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), k
(delay discounting), η (fixation modulation), and d (threshold). Table 4.1 lists the
true parameter values that were used to generate the simulated dataset. Those true
parameter values were previously used in Chapter 3 to simulate the behavioral and eye
fixation data, which were similar to the observed dataset in some key characteristics.
To estimate the five parameters from the simulated dataset in a Bayesian framework,
I assumed uniform priors for model parameters θ, p, k, and η, and assumed a Gamma
distribution as the prior distribution for parameter d, so that
θ, p, k, η ∼ U (0, 1), and
d ∼ Γ(10, 1).
The top two rows in Figure 4.1 show the parameter recovery result from the
option-wise generative model, where the histograms illustrate the posterior densities
of the five free parameters. As illustrated, each posterior density shows a clear deviation from their corresponding prior density, denoted as purple dotted lines. The true
parameter values that were used to generate the simulated data were well contained
in the posterior densities. Table 4.1 summarizes the parameter recovery results by
comparing the true parameter values with the means, medians and standard deviations from the recovered posterior densities. From the table, all posterior means and
medians were close to the true parameter values, and the distance between the true
parameter values and mean (median) values were within one standard deviation for
parameters θ, p, η, and d.
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Figure 4.1: Parameter recovery and MAP estimates from the option-wise
generative model. Histograms in the top two rows show the recovered posterior
densities of free parameters θ, p, η, k, and d, respectively, where red vertical dashed
lines denote true parameter values that were used to obtain the simulated data.
Purple dotted lines denote prior distributions used for the parameter estimation.
Histograms in the bottom two rows show MAP estimates from the primary dataset
(blue) and the replicate dataset (green), respectively. Parameter k is plotted in log
scale, while other parameters are plotted in their original scale. The scatter plot in
the bottom right panel shows the comparison of log(k) estimated from the optionwise generative model, and log(k) estimated from the hyperbolic model, where the
red dashed line indicates equivalence of the two estimates.
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Table 4.1: Summary of model recovery and parameter estimation from the
option-wise generative model. Five parameters were freely estimated: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), k (delay discounting), η (fixation modulation), and d (threshold). In the Recovery part, true parameter values were used to
generate the simulated data. Posterior means, medians and standard deviations (SD)
were calculated from the recovered posterior distributions of each parameter in Figure
4.1. In the Estimation part, means and SDs were calculated based on the individual
MAP estimates in Figure 4.1, within each of the primary and replicate dataset.
θ

p

η

k

d

Recovery

True value
Posterior mean
Posterior median
Posterior SD

0.7
0.745
0.747
0.063

0.6
0.586
0.586
0.033

0.5
0.461
0.471
0.109

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

6
6.431
6.347
0.787

Estimation

Mean (Primary)
SD (Primary)
Mean (Replicate)
SD (Replicate)

0.614
0.154
0.657
0.173

0.697
0.106
0.540
0.062

0.666
0.190
0.677
0.206

0.033
0.106
0.006
0.014

10.517
3.272
10.527
3.571

Another thing to inspect about the recovery analysis results is the pairwise correlations among parameters in their posterior densities, which is illustrated in Figure
4.2. Among all pairwise correlations, there were strong correlations between η and d
(r = −0.812), between η and k (r = 0.411), and between k and d (r = −0.652). Despite the relatively strong correlations, the true parameter values were still contained
in the posterior densities. The absolute magnitude of other correlation coefficients
was below 0.1. Together, Table 4.1, Figure 4.1, and Figure 4.2 suggested good identifiability of the five parameters in the option-wise generative model.
After evaluating identifiability of parameters in the option-wise generative model,
I fit the model to the experimental choice and eye fixation data with the same five
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parameters (θ, p, η, k, and d) as in the recovery study. The bottom two rows of Figure 4.1 provide the distribution of MAP estimates of each parameter across subjects,
in the primary dataset and the replicate dataset, separately, where the means and
standard deviations of MAP estimates are summarized in Table 4.1. There was large
individual variability in each of the individual parameter estimates and differences in
the estimates from the two datasets. The average value of the transition tendency
parameter θ was 0.614 in the primary dataset, and was 0.657 in the replicate dataset.
This suggested that subjects on average slightly tended to transition their fixations
within the same option than within the same attribute and that subjects slightly preferred within-option transitions in the replicate dataset than in the primary dataset.
The MAP estimates of p ranged from 0.4 to 1 across subjects in the two datasets,
with the average of p being 0.697 and 0.540 in the primary and replicate dataset,
respectively. This indicates that more subjects preferred reward attribute to the time
delay attribute, which was more evident in the primary dataset. The MAP estimates
of η were similar in the two datasets, with average number of 0.666 and 0.677, for
each of the primary and replicate dataset, respectively. The MAP estimates of the
delay discounting parameter k were highly right skewed, and so they are plotted in
log scale. Although the difference of k in the two datasets was not clearly shown in
Figure 4.1, the average number of k estimates was 0.033 and 0.006 in the primary and
in the replicate dataset, respectively. Note that the k estimates here were obtained
from the option-wise generative model, whereas the delay discounting parameter k
can also be estimated using hyperbolic discounting function on the choice data as in
Chapter 2. As a comparison, Figure 4.1 depicts the comparison of log(k) estimates
from the generative model and from the hyperbolic discounting model in the bottom
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right corner. As illustrated, most of the log(k) estimates from the generative model
were in line with the log(k) estimates from the hyperbolic discounting model. Finally,
the MAP estimates of d were approximately normally distributed, and the estimates
from the two datasets are very close.

4.2.2

Attribute-wise generative model

Parameter recovery for the attribute-wise generative model was performed based
on six free parameters: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), η (fixation
modulation), αr (power transform on reward), αt (power transform on time delay),
and d (threshold). Table 4.2 lists the true parameter values that were used to generate
the simulated dataset, where the true parameter values were used in Chapter 3 to
simulate the behavioral and eye fixation data. I specified uniform priors for model
parameters θ, p, η, αr , and αt , and assumed a Gamma distribution as the prior
distribution for parameter d, so that
θ, p, η, αr , αt ∼ U (0, 1), and
d ∼ Γ(10, 1).
The top two rows in Figure 4.3 show the parameter recovery result from the
attribute-wise generative model, where the histograms illustrate the posterior densities of the six free parameters. Each posterior density showed a clear deviation from
their corresponding prior density, and the true parameter values were well contained
in the posterior densities. Table 4.2 summarizes the true parameter values and means,
medians and standard deviations from the recovered posterior densities. Both posterior means and medians were close to the true parameter values, and the distances
between the true parameter values and mean (median) values were within 1 standard
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Figure 4.2:
Pairwise correlations among recovered posteriors from the
option-wise generative model. The scatter plots in light blue illustrate the pairwise posterior correlations among the five freely estimated parameters: θ, p, η, k, and
d. The location of the red cross denotes the true parameter values that were used to
generate the simulated data.
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Figure 4.3: Parameter recovery and MAP estimates from the attribute-wise
generative model. Histograms in the top two rows show the recovered posterior
densities of free parameters θ, p, η, αr , αt , and d, respectively, where red vertical
dashed lines denote true parameter values that were used to obtain the simulated
data. Purple dotted lines denote prior distributions used for the parameter estimation.
Histograms in the bottom two rows show MAP estimates from the primary dataset
(blue) and the replicate dataset (green), respectively.
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Pairwise correlations among recovered posteriors from the
attribute-wise generative model. The scatter plots in light blue illustrate the
pairwise posterior correlations among the five freely estimated parameters: θ, p, η,
αr , αt , and d. The location of the red cross denotes the true parameter values that
were used to generate the simulated data.
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deviation for parameters p, η, and αt . Regarding posterior correlations, Figure 4.4
shows the pairwise correlations among six parameters in the recovered posterior distributions. Among all pairwise correlations, there were strong positive correlations
between αr and αt (r = 0.88), between αr and d (r = 0.781), and between αt and
d (r = 0.697). The absolute values of other correlation coefficients were below 0.3.
Together, the recovery results suggested good identifiability of the six parameters in
the attribute-wise generative model.

Table 4.2: Summary of model recovery and parameter estimation from the
attribute-wise generative model. Six parameters were freely estimated: θ (transition preference), p (attribute importance), αr (power transform of reward), αt (power
transform of time delay), η (fixation modulation), and d (threshold). In the Recovery part, true parameter values were used to generate the simulated data. Posterior
means, medians and standard deviations (SD) were calculated from the recovered posterior distributions of each parameter in Figure 4.3. In the Estimation part, means
and SDs were calculated based on the individual MAP estimates in Figure 4.3, within
each of the primary and replicate dataset.
θ

p

η

αr

αt

d

Recovery

True value
Posterior mean
Posterior median
Posterior SD

0.7
0.651
0.650
0.042

0.6
0.624
0.625
0.026

0.5
0.525
0.532
0.221

0.8
0.888
0.887
0.068

0.1
0.130
0.134
0.070

6
6.840
6.793
0.740

Estimation

Mean (Primary)
SD (Primary)
Mean (Replicate)
SD (Replicate)

0.616
0.159
0.667
0.177

0.677
0.103
0.512
0.060

0.376
0.231
0.461
0.253

0.891
0.120
0.933
0.073

0.125
0.116
0.080
0.063

7.139
2.011
6.868
1.928

After ensuring the identifiability of model parameters, I fit the attribute-wise
generative model to the experimental choice and eye fixation data with the same six
free parameters (θ, p, η, αr , αt , and d) as in the recovery study. The bottom two
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rows in Figure 4.3 present the distribution of MAP estimates of each parameter across
subjects in each of the primary and replicate dataset, where the means and standard
deviations of the MAP estimates are summarized in Table 4.2. The MAP estimates
of θ and p were highly similar to the estimates from the option-wise generative model,
and so are not further discussed here. The MAP estimates of η were right skewed in
the two datasets, and the average of the MAP estimates across subjects was 0.376
and 0.461 in the primary and replicate dataset, respectively. It suggests that subjects
tended to reduce the representation for the unattended attribute to a large extent,
with more reduction for subjects in the primary dataset. The distributions of MAP
estimates of αr and αt were left-skewed and right-skewed, respectively, showing that
the time delay dimension obtained more reduction from the power transformation.
Further, the αr estimates were lower in the primary dataset than in the replicate
dataset, and the αt estimates were higher in the primary dataset than in the replicate
dataset, which was consistent with more LL choices in the replicate dataset. Finally,
the d estimates were similar in the two datasets, while the magnitude was lower than
d estimates from the option-wise model.

4.2.3

Contingent generative model

Parameter recovery for the contingent generative model was performed based on
five free parameters: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), αt (power
transform on time delay), k (delay discounting), and d (threshold). To help with
parameter identifiability, parameter αr (power transform on reward) was constrained
to 0.8 in both recovery and parameter estimation with empirical data. I specified
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uniform priors for model parameters θ, p, αt , k, and assumed a Gamma distribution
for the prior distribution of parameter d, so that
θ, p, αt , k ∼ U (0, 1), and
d ∼ Γ(10, 1).
The top two rows in Figure 4.5 illustrate the parameter recovery result for each
parameter. For parameters θ, p, αt , and k, the posterior densities deviated from their
respective prior densities, and the true parameter values were contained in the posterior distributions, suggesting good identifiability of those parameter values. However,
for the threshold parameter d, the true parameter value (6) was below the recovered
posterior distribution. Similar results are summarized in Table 4.3, which provides
the true parameter values and summary of posterior distributions for the five free
parameters. Both posterior means and medians were close to the true parameter values, and the distances between the true parameter values and mean (median) values
were within one standard deviation for parameters p and η. Figure 4.6 depicts the
posterior correlations among five free parameters. None of the absolute magnitude
of the correlation coefficients were above 0.2. Together, the recovery result suggested
good identifiability for parameters θ, p, αt , and d, but a slight overestimation for
parameter d.
Model fit for the contingent generative model was based on the same five free
parameters (θ, p, αt , k, and d) as in the recovery study. The MAP estimates were
calculated from the posterior samples. The bottom two rows in Figure 4.5 present
the distribution of MAP estimates for each parameter across subjects in each of the
primary dataset and the replicate dataset, where the mean, median and standard
deviation of the MAP estimates across subjects, for each dataset are provided in
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Table 4.3: Summary of model recovery and parameter estimation from the
contingent generative model. Five parameters were freely estimated: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), αt (power transform of time delay), k
(delay discounting), and d (threshold). In the Recovery part, true parameter values
were used to generate the simulated data. Posterior means, medians and standard
deviations (SD) were calculated from the recovered posterior distributions of each
parameter in Figure 4.5. In the Estimation part, means and SDs were calculated
based on the individual MAP estimates in Figure 4.5, within each of the primary and
replicate dataset.

Recovery

Estimation

θ

p

αt

k

d

True parameter value
Posterior mean
Posterior median
Posterior SD

0.7
0.717
0.721
0.062

0.6
0.616
0.615
0.034

0.1
0.056
0.043
0.048

0.001
0.001
0.000
0.001

6
7.155
7.138
0.442

Mean (Primary)
SD (Primary)
Mean (Replicate)
SD (Replicate)

0.577
0.175
0.605
0.185

0.684
0.100
0.525
0.064

0.121
0.119
0.078
0.088

0.115
0.215
0.024
0.088

10.311
3.732
10.553
4.037
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Figure 4.5: Parameter recovery and MAP estimates from the contingent
generative model. Histograms in the top two rows show the recovered posterior
densities of free parameters θ, p, αt , k, and d, respectively, where red vertical dashed
lines denote true parameter values that were used to obtain the simulated data.
Purple dotted lines denote prior distributions used for the parameter estimation.
Histograms in the bottom two rows show MAP estimates from the primary dataset
(blue) and the replicate dataset (green), respectively. Parameter k is plotted in log
scale, while other parameters are plotted in their original scale.
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Figure 4.6:
Pairwise correlations among recovered posteriors from the
contingent generative model. The scatter plots in light blue illustrate the pairwise
posterior correlations among the five freely estimated parameters: θ, p, αt , k, and d.
The location of the red cross denotes the true parameter values that were used to
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Table 4.3. For visual clarity, the αt and k parameters are in log scale. As illustrated,
the MAP estimates of θ and p parameters were still similar to those obtained in the
option-wise or attribute-wise model. The log(αt ) and log(k) estimates were smaller
in the replicate dataset than in the primary dataset. The threshold d estimates
were similar to those obtained in the option-wise model, but the interpretation of d
estimates is limited due to the overestimation issue in the recovery study.

4.2.4

S-option-wise generative model

Parameter recovery for the S-option-wise generative model was conducted based
on six free parameters: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), η (fixation
modulation), αr (power transform on reward), αt (power transform on time delay),
and d (threshold). Table 4.4 shows the true parameters that were used for recovery
analysis. The top two rows of Figure 4.7 show the recovered posterior distributions of
each parameter, where the true parameter values were well contained in the recovered
posterior densities, and the posterior densities clearly deviated from the respective
prior densities. Figure 4.8 provides the posterior correlations among model parameters, where there were strong correlations between αr and αt (r = 0.845), between
αr and d (r = 0.632), and between η and d (r = −0.657). The absolute magnitude
of other correlation coefficients was below 0.3. Together, the recovery study assured
the identifiability of the six free parameters.
Model fit for the S-option-wise generative model was based on the same six free
parameters (θ, p, η, αr , αt , and d) as in the recovery study. The bottom two rows
of Figure 4.7 present the distribution of MAP estimates of each parameter across
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Table 4.4: Summary of model recovery and parameter estimation from the
S-option-wise generative model. Six parameters were freely estimated: θ (transition preference), p (attribute importance), αr (power transform of reward), αt (power
transform of time delay), η (fixation modulation), and d (threshold). In the Recovery part, true parameter values were used to generate the simulated data. Posterior
means, medians and standard deviations (SD) were calculated from the recovered posterior distributions of each parameter in Figure 4.7. In the Estimation part, means
and SDs were calculated based on the individual MAP estimates in Figure 4.7, within
each of the primary and replicate dataset.
θ

p

η

αr

αt

d

Recovery

True value
Posterior mean
Posterior median
Posterior SD

0.7
0.696
0.699
0.045

0.6
0.598
0.597
0.028

0.5
0.361
0.362
0.194

0.8
0.873
0.874
0.076

0.1
0.157
0.168
0.085

6
7.392
7.310
1.172

Estimation

Mean (Primary)
SD (Primary)
Mean (Replicate)
SD (Replicate)

0.611
0.153
0.653
0.173

0.700
0.106
0.541
0.062

0.615
0.191
0.630
0.208

0.879
0.097
0.910
0.073

0.131
0.124
0.093
0.069

8.715
2.570
8.712
2.906
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Figure 4.7: Parameter recovery and MAP estimates from the S-option-wise
generative model. Histograms in the top two rows show the recovered posterior
densities of free parameters θ, p, η, αr , αt , and d, respectively, where red vertical
dashed lines denote true parameter values that were used to obtain the simulated
data. Purple dotted lines denote prior distributions used for the parameter estimation.
Histograms in the bottom two rows show MAP estimates from the primary dataset
(blue) and the replicate dataset (green), respectively.
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Figure 4.8:
Pairwise correlations among recovered posteriors from the
S-option-wise generative model. The scatter plots in light blue illustrate the
pairwise posterior correlations among the five freely estimated parameters: θ, p, η,
αr , αt , and d. The location of the red cross denotes the true parameter values that
were used to generate the simulated data.
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subjects, in each of the primary dataset and the replicate dataset. Table 4.4 summarizes the means and standard deviations of the MAP estimates across subjects, for
both the primary and replicate dataset. Still, the transition tendency parameter θ
was greater in the replicate dataset than in the primary dataset, and the attribute
importance parameter p was greater in than primary dataset than in the replicate
dataset. The MAP estimates of αr were slightly higher in the replicate dataset than
in the primary dataset, while the estimates of αt were slightly lower in the replicate
dataset than in the primary dataset. Other parameter estimates did not show clear
differences between the two datasets.

4.3

Model comparison

After fitting each model to the simulated data and empirical data, model comparison was needed to examine how well each model configuration fit the experimental
choice and eye fixation data. To that end, I first performed model comparison based
on BIC and Bayes factor to directly compare the model performance for each subject. Next, to evaluate how well the models can predict the summary statistics, I
used the MAP estimates from each model and each subject to simulate the models,
and predicted the summary statistics, to be compared with the empirical summary
statistics.
The BIC values were calculated from the model fitting results (Schwarz, 1978;
Claeskens et al., 2008) based on the log likelihood values, penalized by the model
complexity, such that

BIC = −2SL + h log(n),
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where SL stands for the log likelihood value obtained with the synthetic likelihood
method from Equation 4.1, averaged from the log likelihoods across all posterior
chains and iterations, n is the number of trials for each subject, and h stands for the
number of free parameters in each model configuration (option-wise: 5, attribute-wise:
6, contingent: 5, S-option-wise: 6). The term h log(n) is used as a proxy for model
complexity. To better quantify the difference of beliefs about pairwise models in
comparison, I further calculated the Bayes factor (Etz et al., 2017; Kass and Raftery,
1995; Ly et al., 2016, 2018), approximated as a transformation from BIC of each
model, so that

1
BF(M1 : M2 ) = exp(− (BICM1 − BICM2 )),
2
where M1 and M2 denote two models that have BIC values of BICM1 and BICM2 ,
respectively. A Bayes factor of 3 or more is taken as substantial evidence for model
M1 (and against M2 ), and of 1/3 or less as evidence for model M2 (and against M1 ).
Bayes factors between 1/3 and 3 show the data do not provide much evidence to
distinguish the two models.
Then for each subject, I first identified which model configuration performed best
by finding the model with the lowest BIC value. Then the best model was verified
with Bayes factor to examine whether there was substantial evidence to support
the identified best model, against all other three models. In this way, I identified
which model performed best for each subject, with substantial evidence against other
models. In the primary dataset with 105 subjects, the option-wise, attribute-wise
and contingent generative models were the best performing models for 22, 55, and 14
subjects, respectively. The S-option-wise model was not the best performing model
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of log(k) estimates across three groups of subjects,
based on their respective best performing models. Subjects were split into
three groups, based on the best performing model using BIC and Bayes factor. The
boxplots show the median and first/third quarters of the log(k) values. Each dot
represents a single subject.
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for any subject, and there did not exist a best performing model for another 14
subjects. In the replicate dataset with 85 subjects, the option-wise, attribute-wise
and contingent generative models were the best performing models for 30, 32, and 12
subjects, respectively. The S-option-wise model was not the best performing model
for any subject in the replicate dataset either, and there was not a best performing
model for another 11 subjects.
To identify if there was any association between the best performing model and
the discounting behavior, I split the subjects in each dataset into three groups, and
compared the log(k) estimates in each group of subjects. Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of log(k) for each group of subjects, based on their best performing models
identified with Bayes factor. The comparison suggested some interesting patterns. In
the primary dataset, subjects best fit by the option-wise model tended to have more
extreme discounting behaviors, compared with subjects best fit by the attribute-wise
or contingent models. Also, subjects best fit by the contingent model tended to be
more impatient than subjects best fit by the attribute-wise model. The comparison in
the replicate dataset suggested similar patterns, where subjects best fit by the optionwise model had the most patient discounting behavior, and subjects best fit by the
contingent model showed the most impatient discounting behavior. In the replicate
dataset, no subjects with extreme impatient discounting behavior were best fit by the
option-wise model, which was different from the primary dataset. However, very few
subjects in the replicate dataset showed similarly extreme impatient behavior as in
the primary dataset, and so the counterpart of those subjects was lacking due to the
data characteristics in the replicate dataset.
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Figure 4.10: Model predictions from the option-wise generative model. Each
panel corresponds to a summary statistic (proportion of choosing SS across trials,
average fixation number on rLL , average fixation number on rSS , average fixation
number on tLL , average fixation number on tSS , average transition number between
rLL and rSS , average transition number between rLL and tLL , average transition
number between rSS and tSS , and average transition number between tLL and tSS ).
The violin plots show the predicted summary statistic values, distributed across 1000
simulations. Red lines show the experimental summary statistics for each subject. For
visual clarity, subjects are sorted in ascending order of each experimental summary
statistic. The order of subjects is not consistent across panels. The 105 subjects are
from the primary dataset.
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Up until this point, the model comparison was solely based on the likelihood values
in the posterior samples, and it was unknown to what extent each model, especially
the best performing model, could generate data matching the summary statistics of
the behavioral choice and eye fixation data. To that end, I simulated each model based
on the MAP estimates from each subject, and obtained distributions of simulated
summary statistics, to be compared with the experimental summary statistics. Each
model was simulated 1000 times to get a distribution of summary statistic values.
The use of 1000 simulations was consistent with 1000 simulations in the synthetic
likelihood approximation for calculating the likelihood values, so that the uncertainty
level was properly addressed in the model prediction.
Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of summary statistics across 1000 simulations
from the option-wise generative model, against the experimental summary statistic
values. As illustrated, the option-wise generative model performed well in capturing
the individual variability of the summary statistics. For all of the nine summary
statistics, the ascending order of statistic values across subjects was generally consistent with the increasing patterns of each summary statistic value. The empirical
summary statistics were generally contained in the simulated distributions, although
the empirical summary statistics were on the edge of the distributions, for the average
fixation number on rLL , rSS , tSS , and the transition number between rLL and rSS . As
such, the option-wise model slightly overpredicted the average fixation numbers on
the above four summary statistics. The prediction results were similar in the replicate
dataset, so the prediction plots were not included in the thesis.
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Figure 4.11: Model predictions from the attribute-wise generative model
on the primary dataset. Each panel corresponds to a summary statistic (proportion of choosing SS across trials, average fixation number on rLL , average fixation
number on rSS , average fixation number on tLL , average fixation number on tSS ,
average transition number between rLL and rSS , average transition number between
rLL and tLL , average transition number between rSS and tSS , and average transition
number between tLL and tSS ). The violin plots show the predicted summary statistic
values, distributed across 1000 simulations. Red lines show the experimental summary statistics for each subject. For visual clarity, subjects are sorted in ascending
order of each experimental summary statistic. The order of subjects is not consistent
across panels. The 105 subjects are from the primary dataset.
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Similarly, Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of summary statistics across 1000
simulations from the attribute-wise generative model, against the experimental summary statistic values. The attribute-wise model was also generally able to capture
the increasing patterns of the summary statistics. Compared with the predictions
from the option-wise generative model, the attribute-wise model performed worse in
predicting SS choice proportion for a few extremely patient subjects, which might be
the reason that the option-wise model was favored for extremely patient subjects in
Figure 4.9. However, the attribute-wise model outperformed the option-wise model
in predicting fixation numbers of rLL , and transition numbers between rLL and rSS ,
showing as being closer to the experimental values and with smaller variances. Regarding other summary statistics, the attribute-wise model also tended to overpredict
the fixation numbers on features of rSS and tSS .
Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of summary statistics across 1000 simulations
from the contingent generative model, against the experimental summary statistic
values. Similar to the previous option-wise and attribute-wise models, this model
was generally able to capture the increasing patterns of the summary statistic values.
However, the contingent model did much worse in matching choice proportion of SS,
for subjects with low SS proportion (patient subjects). This explains that the contingent model only performed the best for a few subjects with impatient discounting
behavior. Predictions on other summary statistics were similar to those obtained from
the attribute-wise generative model. Finally, because the S-option-wise model performed worse than other three models for any subject, according to BIC comparison,
model predictions based on the S-option-wise model were not further evaluated.
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Figure 4.12: Model predictions from the contingent generative model. Each
panel corresponds to a summary statistic (proportion of choosing SS across trials,
average fixation number on rLL , average fixation number on rSS , average fixation
number on tLL , average fixation number on tSS , average transition number between
rLL and rSS , average transition number between rLL and tLL , average transition
number between rSS and tSS , and average transition number between tLL and tSS ).
The violin plots show the predicted summary statistic values, distributed across 1000
simulations. Red lines show the experimental summary statistics for each subject. For
visual clarity, subjects are sorted in ascending order of each experimental summary
statistic. The order of subjects is not consistent across panels. The 105 subjects are
from the primary dataset.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of model predictions of each summary statistic
for each subject from different model configurations. The blue, orange and
green solid lines depict the average value of the distribution across 1000 times of
simulation of each predicted summary statistic, for the option-wise generative model,
attribute-wise generative model, and contingent generative model, respectively. The
transparent blue, orange and green shaded areas denote corresponding distributions
of the simulated summary statistics. Red dots denote the experimental summary
statistics for each subject. For visual clarity, subjects are sorted in ascending order of
each experimental summary statistic. The order of subjects is not consistent across
panels. The 105 subjects are from the primary dataset.
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For ease of model comparison, Figure 4.13 presents the model predictions from
each of the option-wise, attribute-wise and contingent model on each summary statistic, for each subject in the primary dataset. The blue, orange and green lines depict
the average values from the distribution of each summary statistic, for the optionwise, attribute-wise, and contingent model, respectively. It was evident that regarding
choice proportion of SS, the option-wise generative model performed much better than
other model variants to predict choice proportions for subjects with lower proportion
of SS. Although model predictions from the three models for other summary statistics
had a similar trend, there were differences at the individual level, which could be the
reason of individual differences in model fitting performance.

4.4

Summary

In this chapter, I performed model parameter estimation on four generative model
configurations of intertemporal choice in a Bayesian framework. Model recovery analyses suggested good identifiability of each model configuration, given their respective
free parameters. Model parameter estimation was conducted for each, and models
were compared according to BIC values, Bayes factor, and predicted summary statistics. The difference between the two datasets with different feature orientations can be
well accounted for by different parameter estimates, suggesting that the models were
equipped with enough flexibility to account for the two datasets. Although there was
individual variability in terms of the best performing model, the attribute-wise generative model outperformed other models for the highest number of subjects, followed
by the option-wise generative model. The option-wise generative model showed an
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advantage in capturing the choice proportion for those subjects with the most patient
discounting behavior.
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Chapter 5: A generative model for simple risky choice

In this chapter, I extend the generative model structure of intertemporal choice
to a simple risky choice task and fit the models to experimental data from Stewart
et al. (2016). This chapter is organized as follows. First, I give a brief overview
of the dataset from Stewart et al. (2016), while analyzing some key characteristics.
Next, I describe the generative model structure of simple risky choice, highlighting
similarities to and dissimilarities from the structure of the intertemporal choice model
in Chapter 3. Then, I present model fitting results by recovering parameters from
the simulated data and estimating parameters from the experimental data. Finally,
I compare model fitting results in different model configurations, and discuss the
implications of these findings for understanding human behavior in the simple risky
choice task.

5.1

Experimental data inspection

In simple risky choice, there is only one pair of amount (X) and probability (Pr)
values in each choice option. For notational convenience, the option with a larger
amount and a smaller probability is referred as the riskier option (R), whereas the
other option containing a smaller amount and a larger probability is referred to as the
safer option (S). Further, I denote the amount and probability of the riskier option
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as XR and P rR , respectively, and the the amount and probability of the safer option
as XS and P rS , respectively. According to the task design, the magnitude relation
is expressed as XR > XS , and P rR < P rS . As such, there exists a trade-off between
the two attributes - amount and probability in the two options, where the riskier
option is more attractive when only considering rewards, the safer option is more
attractive when only considering probabilities. Such a trade-off relation in the simple
risky choice bears a strong resemblance to intertemporal choice.
The simple risky choice task from Stewart et al. (2016) provided the dataset for
being analyzed and fitted with generative models through this chapter. In this task,
numeric values of the four features (XR , XS , P rR , and P rS ) were presented on the
task screen, and they changed across trials for each subject. By contrast, in the intertemporal choice task, only two features (i.e. rSS , tLL ) could change across trials.
In the whole dataset with 48 subjects, there were two different orientations to present
information about the amount and probability: horizontal and vertical. In the horizontal orientation, the features within the same option were read horizontally, whereas
in the vertical orientation, the features within the option were read vertically. Figure
5.1A presents an example of the vertical orientation, whereas Figure 5.1B presents an
example of the horizontal orientation. The assignment of orientation was counterbalanced across the 48 subjects, such that 24 subjects were in the horizontal orientation,
whereas another 24 subjects were in the vertical orientation. For convenience, I refer
to the data with subjects in the horizontal orientation as H dataset, and data with
subjects in the vertical orientation as V dataset. The location of the riskier and safer
option was randomized on each trial. The order of probability features and amount
features was counterbalanced across subjects, such that for half of the subjects in the
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Figure 5.1: The simple risky choice task, behavioral choice and gaze numbers from the dataset of Stewart et al. (2016). (A) Numerical presentation
of reward amounts and probabilities with eye-tracking data collected. There were
two types of orientations to place the amount and probability features in the experiment, and here it shows a vertical orientation, where within-option features are read
vertically. (B) A horizontal orientation, where within-option features are read horizontally. (C) The proportion of choosing riskier options across subjects, in each of the
H and V datasets. (D) The distribution of fixation numbers, separated by different
orientations (H, V) and choices (R, S). Panels A-B are adapted from Stewart et al.
(2016).
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H dataset, the probability features were placed on the left, and for half of the subjects
in the V dataset, the probability features were placed on the top.
To evaluate individual choice behavior and observe whether there was any difference of choice behavior in the two different orientations, the left panel of Figure 5.1
shows the proportion of choosing the riskier option for each subject in each of the H
(blue) and V (red) dataset. The comparison between the two datasets suggested that
subjects in the V dataset on average appeared to be slightly more likely to choose
riskier options (mean: 0.533, median: 0.493) than subjects in the H dataset (mean:
0.439, median: 0.458), although the difference was not significant according to the
Mann-Whitney U test (W = 229.5, p = 0.23). As a quick overview of the eye fixation data, the right panel of Figure 5.1 shows the number of fixations with factorial
combinations of orientations and choices. The mean and median values were calculated for each of H & R (mean=8.47, median=8), H & S (mean=6.37, median=6),
V & R (mean=8.05, median=7), and V & S (mean=5.91, median=5). Although it
appears that fixation numbers were higher with the horizontal orientation than with
the vertical orientation, the difference did not reach statistical significance according
to the Mann–Whitney U test (W = 1496586, p = 0.097). Interestingly, there were
more fixations before choosing the riskier options than choosing the safer options,
according to the Mann–Whitney U test (W = 2010964, p < 0.0001).
To better understand the behavioral data, I first fit choice data using the classic
expected value (EV) theory. Under the EV theory, the subjective valuations associated with each option (VR , VS ) were expressed as the product of their amount values
and probability values, such that
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VR = XR P rR , and
VS = XS P rS .

In this case, the predicted choice simply depended on the relative magnitude of
VR and VS without needing extra model parameters. Figure 5.2 shows the proportion
of trials in each subject that followed choice predictions from EV theory. There was
large individual variability, where for subjects in the V dataset, the proportion of
obeying EV (mean: 0.533, median: 0.493) was higher than the that in the H dataset
(mean: 0.439, median: 0.458). When evaluating the EV theory, interestingly, the
expected value of the riskier choice was always higher than that of the safer choice
for each trial, according to the experimental design. However, about half of the trials
aggregated across the subjects were still made on the safer option, suggesting high risk
aversion shown by subjects in this task. Also, the proportion of correction prediction
by EV was essentially the probability of making riskier choices for each subject.
As EV provided only a poor fit for the choice data, I examined the ability of the
cumulative prospect theory (CPT; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) to fit the data,
where CPT subsumed the multiplicative function of EV, while introducing distorted
representations of both amount and probability. Specially, CPT assumed a probability weighting function for the representation of probability values, and a power
transformation on the amount values, such that
VR = XRαx F (P rR ), and
VS = XSαx F (P rS ).
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(5.1)

Figure 5.2: Model predictions and parameter estimates from EV and CPT.
(A) Proportion of trials with choices matching predictions from EV. (B) The subjective probability weighting function that maps objective probability to subjective
probability, with a series of γ parameter values. (C) Proportion of trials with choices
matching predictions from CPT. (D) Parameter estimates of αx , γ, and m in CPT
across subjects. Parameter estimates of m greater than 15 from six subjects were
omitted from plots for better clarity.
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Here, F(·) denotes a probability weighting function that transforms objective probability to subjective probability, such that

F (p) =

pγ
,
(pγ + (1 − p)γ )1/γ

(5.2)

where γ was considered a probability weighting parameter. Figure 5.2B illustrates
the shapes of the subjective weighting function for a range of γ values. As illustrated,
when γ = 1, people have a perfect representation of probabilities; when γ < 1,
people tend to overestimate the probability of unlikely events and underestimate the
probability of very likely events; and when γ > 1, people tend to underestimate the
whole range of probabilities. For explaining human’s representation of probabilities
in risky choice, it is usually assumed that γ < 1, and this assumption was used here.
To fit CPT to behavioral choice data, the subjective valuations of VR and VS were
then passed into the softmax decision function to generate the choice probability. I
denoted the probability of making riskier choices as P(R), which can be expressed as

P(R) =

1
1 + e−m(VR −VS )

,

(5.3)

where m was the softmax temperature parameter and higher values of m indicated
the more deterministic behavior. After determining the functional forms in Equation
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, parameters αx , γ and m were freely estimated for each subject.
The optimization of parameters was conducted using the optim function in R, based
on the sum of log likelihoods from binomial probabilities, similar to Equation 2.3.
Figure 5.2D shows the parameter estimates of the three parameters across subjects in
H and V datasets. The m estimates were large for six subjects and were omitted from
plots for visual clarity. Figure 5.2C shows the proportion of correct choice predictions
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Figure 5.3: Average number of fixations and fixation transitions per trial
in each of H and V dataset. The left two panels show the average number of
fixations per trial, for subjects in the H dataset and V dataset, separately. The right
two panels show the average number of fixation transitions per trial, for subjects in
the H dataset and V dataset, separately. The four features are XR , XS , P rR , and P rS .
The six pairwise fixation transitions are XR XS , P rR P rS , XR P rR , XS P rS , XR P rS ,
and XS P rR , without considering the direction of transitions. Subjects in the H and
V datasets were coded as blue and red, respectively. Bars represent mean values and
error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.

from CPT. The prediction accuracy from each of H and V datasets improved (in H,
mean: 0.562, median: 0.599, in V, mean: 0.593, median: 0.655), compared with the
prediction accuracy from EV. However, the overall prediction accuracy was still low,
recalling that the hyperbolic discounting model showed more than 85% accuracy on
average when predicting choices in Chapter 2.
After examining characteristics of behavioral choice data, I evaluated the fixation
patterns in this dataset. First, I investigated whether subjects had general preference
of looking at each of the four features by plotting the average number of fixations
on each of the four features, for subjects from the H dataset and subjects from the
V dataset. Figure 5.3 shows the average number of fixations per trial. A Wilcoxon
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signed-rank test revealed a significantly more fixations toward the probability attribute than toward the amount attribute in the H dataset (V = 48, p = 0.0013),
and in the V dataset (V = 52, p = 0.0027). Regarding the comparison of fixation transitions, there were different numbers of within-attribute (XR P rR , XS P rS ),
within-option (XR P rR , XS P rS ), and other transitions (XR P rS , XS P rR ) using Friedman test (χ2 (2) = 77, p < 0.0001). Pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank test between
three groups revealed statistically significant differences in transition numbers between within-option and within-attribute (p < 0.0001), between within-option and
other types (p < 0.0001), and between within-attribute and other types (p < 0.0001).
After observing the general patterns of fixation numbers and fixation transition
numbers by averaging across all trials, I further examined the two measures by separating trials into riskier choices and safer choices. Figure 5.4 displays the average
number of fixations and fixation transitions per trial in each of H and V dataset, separated for riskier choices and safer choices. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed
more fixations on riskier features before making riskier choices, both for the H dataset
(V = 252, p < 0.0001), and for the V dataset (V = 54, p = 0.0020). The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test also indicated more fixations on safer features before making safer
choices for the H dataset (V = 69, p = 0.019), but not for the V dataset (V = 25,
p = 0.15).
To further examine the relation of fixation and choices across subjects, Figure 5.5
shows the proportion of fixations on riskier and amount features for riskier choice
and for safer choice. By comparing the proportion of fixations on riskier features
between riskier choices and safer choices, we can evaluate whether attention was
more likely to be allocated to riskier features when the choice was made on the riskier
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Figure 5.4: Average number of fixations and fixation transitions per trial in
each of H and V dataset, separated by the riskier choice and safer choice.
The left two rows show the average number of fixations per trial, separated for H/V
datasets and riskier/safer choices. The right two rows show the average number of
fixation transitions per trial, separated for H/V datasets and riskier/safer choices.
The four features are XR , XS , P rR , and P rS . The six pairwise fixation transitions
are XR XS , P rR P rS , XR P rR , XS P rS , XR P rS , and XS P rR , without considering the
direction of transitions. Subjects in the H and V datasets were coded as blue and
red, respectively. Bars represent mean values and error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean.
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Figure 5.5: Proportion of fixations on riskier and amount features for
each subject. Riskier features include features XR and P rR , and amount features
include features XR and XS . The left column shows results from 24 subjects in the
H dataset, and the right column shows results from 24 subjects in the V dataset.
The red dots show the proportion of fixations on riskier features (top row) or on
amount features (bottom row), averaged over trials with riskier choices. The blue
dots show the corresponding proportion of fixations, averaged over trials with safer
choices. The dotted horizontal lines denote the average proportion of fixations across
subjects, where colors are consistent with the scattered dots. On each panel, subjects
are sorted in ascending order of the proportion of features averaged from trials with
the riskier choice (i.e. red dots).
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option. In the H dataset, proportion of fixations on riskier features was 0.54 for riskier
choice, compared with 0.45 for safer choice. In the V dataset, proportion of fixations
on riskier features was 0.54 for riskier choice, compared with 0.46 for safer choice. A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test suggested that the proportion of fixating at riskier features
was larger for riskier choices compared with safer choices (p < 0.0001 in both H and
V datasets). In another way of thinking about this, we can evaluate whether subjects
tended to look at amount features when they ultimately chose the riskier option,
because looking more at the amount dimension may encourage subjects to pursue
the high rewarded option. In the H dataset, the proportion of fixations on amount
features was 0.49 for riskier choice, compared with 0.45 for safer choice. In the V
dataset, the proportion of fixations on amount features was 0.48 for riskier choice,
compared with 0.45 for safer choice. Wilcoxon signed-rank test suggested that the
proportion of fixating at riskier features was larger for riskier choices compared with
safer choices (p = 0.002 in the H dataset; p = 0.035 in the V dataset).
To examine the within-trial temporal dynamics of fixation patterns, Figure 5.6
shows the probability of fixating on each of the four features across fixations, collapsing across trials and subjects in both H and V datasets. The fixation number (x-axis)
of the top row is counted from the first fixation toward the 10th fixation, whereas the
fixation number (x-axis) of the bottom row is counted backward from the last fixation,
such that the top row and bottom row were meant to provide complementary information to the temporal dynamics of within-trial fixations. Trials were separated into
riskier choices and safer choices based on the final choice on each trial. As illustrated,
the first fixation of trials tended to be toward the probability features (i.e. P rR , P rS ),
which was similar for trials with riskier choices and trials with safer choices. As trials
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Figure 5.6:
Probability of fixating on each of the four features across
fixations in each trial, averaged across subjects and trials. The fixations
in the top row are counted from the trial onset, while the fixations in the bottom
row are counted backward from the choice time. The left column contains all trials,
the middle column contains trials with riskier choices, and the right column contains
trials with safer choices. The green, cyan, red and blue colors denote the probabilities
associated with XR , XS , P rR and P rS , respectively. Data in this plot were aggregated
from both the H dataset and the V dataset.
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continued, the probability of attending to probability features dropped sharply, and
the probability of fixating at amount features peaked at around the third fixation,
where the peak arrived earlier for XS than for XR . Then the probability of fixating
probability features and amount features stayed in the range of 0.2 to 0.3. For riskier
choices, there was a clear pattern that at the last two fixations, the probability of
attending to the riskier features (i.e. XR , P rR ) gradually grew to be around 0.35.
For safer choices, the probability features remained higher than the other two, and in
the last fixation, the probability of attending to the XS feature suddenly increased,
while the probability of attending to P rR dropped.
In order to closely observe the first and last fixation patterns across trials, Figure
5.7 provides the distributions of the first and last fixations, collapsing across trials
in each subject from both H and V datasets. Consistent with what was revealed by
the trajectory plots in Figure 5.6, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed significantly
more fixations toward the probability attribute than toward the amount attribute
in the first fixation for both choices (V = 939, p = 0.00016). In the last fixation,
the probability of attending to the chosen option was higher than attending to the
other option, for both riskier choices (V = 1029, p < 0.0001), and for safer choices
(V = 778.5, p = 0.00048), according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 both suggested some consistency between the attended
feature in the last fixation and the ultimate choices, so an extra analysis was conducted
to predict the ultimate choice from the last fixation. Specifically, I calculated the
proportion of the correct prediction of choice outcomes using the attended features
in the last fixation, for each subject. For example, attending to either XR or P rR
before choosing the riskier option was counted as a correct prediction. Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of four task features in the first and last fixation,
collapsing across trials and subjects. The barplots in the left column show the
distributions of first (top row) or last (bottom row) fixations collapsing across all
trials and all subjects. The middle and right columns show the distributions with
trials split by choosing riskier options and choosing safer options. Data in this plot
were aggregated from both the H dataset and the V dataset. Bars represent mean
values and error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5.8: Prediction accuracy using last fixation for each subject in the
simple risky choice task. Last fixation at each trial was used to predict the choice
outcome, and the prediction accuracy was computed for each subject. The histograms
in blue and red show the distributions of prediction accuracy across subjects in the
H and V datasets, respectively.

depicts the proportion of correct predicted trials across subjects, in each of the H
and V dataset. Across subjects, there was high consistency between last fixations
and final choices, with mean accuracy of 0.65 in the H dataset and 0.61 in the V
dataset, surprisingly higher than the mean prediction accuracy values based on EV
and CPT. Such a pattern suggested that the last fixation in simple risky choice had
decent predictive power toward the final choice, which was similar to the last fixation
in the intertemporal choice dataset.
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5.2

Generative model structure

To develop a generative modeling framework for explaining choice and eye fixation
data in the risky choice task, I used the same processes of information sampling and
preference formation, as described in Chapter 3. For the information sampling process, the parameter θ still decides the relative tendency of performing within-option
fixation transitions, relative to within-attribute fixation transitions. The parameter
p decides the overall tendency of fixating on amount features, relative to probability
features. Note that nonlinear accumulation mechanisms of information leakage and
lateral inhibition in the preference formation process were not included, so that κ
and β parameters were fixed to zero through this chapter. The standard deviation
of the noise term in the preference formation was fixed as σ = 2, which was identical
to what was used when modeling intertemporal choice. The feature representation
process was adapted to the feature characteristics in simple risky choice. Because
the option-wise and attribute-wise representations were found to be mostly used in
intertemporal choice, in this chapter, I focus on investigating these two representation
assumptions and describe model specifications for them in what follows.
The option-wise generative model for risky choice expresses the momentary subjective valuation of each of the riskier (VR (t)) and safer options (VS (t)) as the multiplicative integration of amount values and probability values, modulated by the locus
of attention, such that
VR (t) = XRαx F (P rR ) ∗ Ridx (t), and
VS (t) = XSαx F (P rS ) ∗ Sidx (t),
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where αx is a power transform parameter that indicates how decision makers
represent the amount values. F (·) is the subjective probability weighting function
with parameter γ that indicates how decision makers represent the probability values.
This function has been defined in Equation 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5.2B. The
Ridx (t) and Sidx (t) are two indicator functions, defined as



1, when fixation is on either XR or P rR at fixation t
η, otherwise



1, when fixation is on either XS or P rS at fixation t
η, otherwise

Ridx (t) =
Sidx (t) =

(5.4)

Therefore, it is assumed that when attention is allocated to either XR or P rR of the
riskier option, the riskier option obtains a complete representation, whereas the safer
option gets a reduced representation. Similarly, when attention is allocated to either
XS or P rS of the safer option, the safer option obtains a complete representation,
whereas the riskier option gets a reduced representation. The η parameter (0 < η < 1)
denotes the extent to which a representation is reduced for the unattended option,
where lower η indicates more reduction. Combining the information sampling and
preference formation processes, there are six relevant parameters in the option-wise
generative model for risky choice: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance),
αx (power transform on amount), γ (probability weighting), η (fixation modulation),
and d (threshold).
Different from the option-wise generative model, the attribute-wise generative
model did not presume the existence of within-option integration of amount and
probability values. Instead, it assumed within-attribute comparisons on each of the
amount and probability attributes, separately. The comparisons did not occur on
their original numerical scales, and different functional forms were used for the two
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dimensions. A power transform was used for the amount dimension, whereas a logarithmic transformation was used for the probability dimension, such that
VR (t) = (XRαx − XSαx ) ∗ Xidx (t), and
VS (t) = (loga (P rS ) − loga (P rR )) ∗ P ridx (t),

where αx (0 < αx < 1) is a power transform parameter applied on the amount
dimension, and a (a > 1) is a base parameter of logarithmic transform applied on the
probability dimension. The use of logarithmic transform on the probability dimension
is primarily for mathematical convenience. Because probability values are between 0
and 1, logarithmic transform serves as a natural mapping function to allow variability of subjective representation of probability values, whereas power transform does
not. Figure 5.9 shows the logarithmic function with different a values as the base
parameter, where x values from 0 to 1 are mapped into their subjective values of y,
modulated by the value of a. The Xidx (t) and P ridx (t) are two indicator functions,
defined as



1, when fixation is on either XR or XS at fixation t
η, otherwise



1, when fixation is on either P rR or P rS at fixation t
η, otherwise

Xidx (t) =
P ridx (t) =

(5.5)

Therefore, under attribute-wise representation, when attention is allocated to either XR or XS , people mainly conduct value comparison within the amount dimension. Otherwise, when attention is allocated to either P rR or P rS , people mainly
conduct value comparison within the probability dimension. The other dimension obtains a reduced representation, modulated by the parameter η (0 < η < 1). Further,
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the logarithmic function with different base
parameter values. Each curve shows the logarithmic mapping from x to y. The
base parameter a of the logarithmic function ranges from 1.5, 2, 5, to 10, denoted
with colors of magenta, red, green, and blue, respectively.

the advantage of XR over XS when comparing values within the amount dimension
contributes to the subjective representation of the riskier option. On the contrary,
the advantage of P rS over P rR when comparing probabilities within the probability
dimension contributes to the subjective representation of the safer option. Together,
combining the information sampling and preference formation processes, there are six
relevant parameters in the attribute-wise generative model: θ (transition tendency), p
(attribute importance), αx (power transformation on amount), a (logarithmic base),
η (fixation modulation), and d (threshold).

5.3

Model recovery and estimation

After specifying the option-wise and attribute-wise generative model structures,
to estimate model parameters from the choice and eye fixation data, I still used the
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synthetic likelihood approximation method in Chapter 4 to approximate the likelihood
function. Specifically, I chose the following nine summary statistics from the choice
and eye fixation data, calculated across trials for each subject:
• Proportion of choosing the riskier option across trials
• Average fixation number on XR
• Average fixation number on XS
• Average fixation number on P rR
• Average fixation number on P rS
• Average transition number between XR and XS
• Average transition number between XR and P rR
• Average transition number between XS and P rS
• Average transition number between P rR and P rS
Before fitting each generative model to experimental data, I conducted model recovery analyses to evaluate whether the true parameter values can be reliably inferred
from data. The model recovery and model parameter estimation processes were both
performed in a Bayesian framework using DE-MCMC to sample from the joint posterior distribution. Each model was fitted to the experimental choice and eye fixation
data, for each subject, separately. Specifically, I used 24 concurrent chains for 300
iterations, following a burn-in period of 500 iterations, resulting in 7200 samples of
the joint posterior distribution. A migration step was used with probability 0.2 for
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the first 200 iterations, after which time the migration step was terminated. I also
used a purification step every 10 iterations to ensure that the chains were not stuck in
spuriously high regions of the approximate posterior distribution. Visual inspection
was performed on the chains to ensure that chains converged well.
In what follows, I describe the model recovery and model parameter estimation
result for the option-wise and the attribute-wise generative model. For each of them,
I first present model parameter recovery results, showing the posterior distributions of
the recovered parameters. Next, I present the parameter estimation results, showing
the distributions of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates across subjects, in
each of the H and V datasets.

5.3.1

Option-wise generative model

Parameter recovery on the option-wise generative model was conducted based
on five free parameters with true parameter values: θ = 0.7 (transition tendency),
p = 0.3 (attribute importance), γ = 0.5 (probability weighting), η = 0.2 (fixation
modulation), and d = 6 (threshold). These parameter values were chosen based on
some preliminary simulations (similar to what was conducted in Chapter 3), showing
that these parameter values generated reasonable patterns of choice and eye fixation
data. Note that the parameter of power transform on amount (αx ) was not considered
a free parameter, and was fixed to be 0.8, because parameter recovery on αx was not
very successful when other five parameters were also freely estimated. To estimate
the five parameters in a Bayesian framework, I assumed uniform priors for model
parameters θ, p, γ, and η, and a Gamma distribution as the prior distribution for
parameter d, so that
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Figure 5.10: Parameter recovery and MAP estimates from the option-wise
generative model. Histograms in the top two rows show the recovered posterior
densities of free parameters θ, p, γ, η, and d, respectively, where red vertical dashed
lines denote true parameter values that were used to generate the simulated data.
Purple dotted lines denote prior distributions used for the parameter estimation.
Histograms in the bottom two rows show MAP estimates from the H dataset (blue)
and the V dataset (red), respectively.
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θ, p, γ, η ∼ U (0, 1), and
d ∼ Γ(10, 1).

The top two rows in Figure 5.10 illustrate the parameter recovery result for each
parameter in the option-wise generative model. For each of parameters θ, p, γ, η,
and d, the posterior densities deviated from their respective prior densities, and the
true parameter values were well contained in the posterior distributions. Compared
with the other four parameters, the parameter η was relatively harder to be recovered, but the posterior density of it was skewed toward the true η value. For pairwise
correlations among five parameters, there was no correlation coefficient greater than
0.2 in absolute magnitude, suggesting a lack of strong correlation among these model
parameters. Together, the model parameter recovery results supported good identifiability of the parameters in the option-wise generative model.
Model fit for the option-wise generative model was based on the same five free
parameters as in the recovery study. The MAP estimates were calculated from the
posterior samples. The bottom two rows in Figure 5.10 present the distribution of
MAP estimates for each parameter across subjects in each of the H dataset and the
V dataset. As illustrated, there was large individual variability in the parameter
estimates, with some differences between the two datasets. The estimates of θ ranged
from 0.2 to 1, with more variability from the H dataset. The estimates of p ranged
from 0.2 to 0.6, suggesting a higher tendency of attending to probability features in
general across subjects. Regarding the estimates of γ, there was a high density for
γ < 0.2 from both datasets, suggesting a high degree of distortion of probabilities
for most subjects. The estimates of η ranged from 0.3 to 0.75, suggesting a different
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extent of representation reduction across subjects. The estimates of d were similar
from the two datasets.

5.3.2

Attribute-wise generative model

Parameter recovery on the attribute-wise generative model was conducted based
on five free parameters: θ (transition tendency), p (attribute importance), αx (power
transform on amount), a (logarithmic base), and d (threshold). Although the change
of parameter η influences the model output, η was difficult to be recovered when the
above five parameters were freely estimated. Hence, η was fixed to be 0.5 in both
parameter recovery and parameter estimation of the attribute-wise generative model.
Because under model assumption, a > 1, the reciprocal value of a rather than a itself
was estimated for ease of estimation. Specifically, I assumed uniform priors for model
parameters θ, p, αx , and 1/a, and a Gamma distribution as the prior distribution for
parameter d, so that
θ, p, αx , 1/a ∼ U (0, 1), and
d ∼ Γ(10, 1).

The top two rows in Figure 5.11 illustrate the parameter recovery result for each
parameter in the attribute-wise generative model. For each of parameters θ, p, αx ,
1/a, and d, the posterior densities deviated from their respective prior densities, and
the true parameter values were contained in the posterior distributions, suggesting
good identifiability of those parameters. The MAP estimates were calculated from
the posterior samples. The bottom two rows in Figure 5.11 present the distribution
of MAP estimates for each parameter across subjects in each of the H dataset and
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the V dataset. The θ estimates were similar to those obtained in the option-wise
generative model, and so are not further discussed. The αx estimates ranged from
0.1 to 0.8, similar in both datasets. The estimates of 1/a ranged from 0.2 to 1, so
that the estimates of a ranged from 1 to 5, as the logarithmic bases for probability
values. The threshold d estimates ranged approximately from 5 to 13, higher than
the threshold estimates from the option-wise generative model.

5.4

Model comparison

After fitting each model to the simulated data and empirical data, model comparison was needed to examine how well each model fit the experimental choice and
eye fixation data. To that end, I first performed model comparison based on BIC
and Bayes factor to directly compare the model performance for each subject. Figure
5.12 shows the comparison of BIC values for each subject. Because model fitting results were highly similar in the H and V datasets, they were combined across the two
datasets. Across all 48 subjects, there were large individual differences in terms of
which model was favored, where 28 subjects out of 48 subjects had lower BIC in the
attribute-wise model, indicating that attribute-wise representation served as a better
explanation for the 28 subjects, according to BIC comparison. The Bayes factor was
further calculated to identify if there was substantial evidence to support one model
against the other one. Based on the criteria of 1/3 and 3 described in Chapter 3, out
of 48 subjects, there was substantial evidence to support the attribute-wise model to
be the best-performing model for 14 subjects, and option-wise model to be the bestperforming model for 16 subjects. There was not substantial evidence to support
either model configuration as the best-performing model for another 18 subjects.
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Figure 5.11: Parameter recovery and MAP estimates from the attributewise generative model. Histograms in the top two rows show the recovered posterior densities of free parameters θ, p, αx , 1/a, and d, respectively, where red vertical
dashed lines denote true parameter values that were used to generate the simulated
data. Purple dotted lines denote prior distributions used for the parameter estimation. Histograms in the bottom two rows show MAP estimates from the H dataset
(blue) and the V dataset (red), respectively.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of BIC from the attribute-wise and the optionwise generative models. The x-axis denotes the proportion of choosing riskier
options across trials for each subject, and the y-axis denotes the difference of BIC
from the attribute-wise model and the option-wise model. Each dot is associated
with one subject, where the blue dots denote those subjects with lower BIC values
for the attribute-wise model, and the green dots denote those subjects with lower
BIC values for the option-wise model. The black dotted line indicates equivalence of
the two models. The red dashed line indicates the best-fit linear regression model of
the relationship between the BIC difference and the proportion of riskier choice.
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Figure 5.12 also displays the BIC difference against the proportion of choosing
the riskier option, for each subject. As illustrated, there was a positive correlation
between the BIC difference and the proportion of riskier choices, across subjects
(r = 0.765, p < 0.0001). The positive correlation indicated that the subjects best
fit by the attribute-wise model were more likely to choose the safer option, whereas
the subjects best fit by the option-wise model were more likely to choose the riskier
option. Such an association is reasonable, considering that riskier options had higher
expected value across trials in both the H and V datasets. Therefore, it is likely that
the option-wise strategy made decision makers choose the riskier option with larger
expected value. When decision makers used attribute-wise representation, they were
more likely to choose the safer option, because subjects in this task generally had a
higher tendency to attend to probability features.
Next, to evaluate how well the models predicted the summary statistics, I used
the MAP estimates from each model and each subject to simulate the models, and
to predict the summary statistics. The predicted summary statistics were compared
against the empirical summary statistics.
Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of summary statistics across 1000 simulations
from the option-wise generative model, against the experimental summary statistic
values. The prediction plots were similar when separating subjects by their task orientations, so the predictions from the two datasets were combined. As illustrated, the
option-wise generative model performed well in capturing the individual variability
of the summary statistics. For all nine summary statistics, the ascending order of
statistic values across subjects was generally consistent with the increasing patterns
of each summary statistic value. The empirical summary statistics were generally
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Figure 5.13: Model predictions from the option-wise generative model of
risky choice. Each panel corresponds to a summary statistic (proportion of choosing
riskier options across trials, average fixation number on XR , average fixation number
on XS , average fixation number on P rR , average fixation number on P rS , average
transition number between XR and XS , average transition number between XR and
P rS , average transition number between XS and P rS , and average transition number between P rR and P rS ). The violin plots show the predicted summary statistic
values, distributed across 1000 simulations. Red lines show the experimental summary statistics for each subject. For visual clarity, subjects are in ascending order
with respect to each experimental summary statistics. The order of subjects is not
consistent across panels.
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contained in the simulated distributions, although the empirical summary statistics
were on the edge of the distributions, for the average fixation number on P rR , P rS ,
and XS . As such, the option-wise model slightly overpredicted the average fixation
numbers on the above three summary statistics. For the choice proportion of riskier
options, this model showed difficulty in predicting proportions for those subjects with
very low riskier choice proportions, namely, those subjects with a tendency to avoid
risk. Such a misprediction was sharply different from the situation in intertemporal
choice, where the option-wise generative model provided the best account for those
subjects with lower SS proportions, compared with other model configurations.
Figure 5.14 shows the distribution of summary statistics across 1000 simulations
from the attribute-wise generative model, against the experimental summary statistic
values. The model predictions for the average fixations and average fixation transitions were similar to those predicted from the option-wise generative model. However,
the prediction for the choice proportion of riskier options was much more consistent
with the experimental observations, compared with predictions from the option-wise
generative model.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, I constructed generative models for simple risky choice, and
performed model recovery and model parameter estimation on the option-wise and
attribute-wise generative models in a Bayesian framework. The model recovery analyses suggested good identifiability of each model configuration, given their respective
free parameters. Parameter estimation was conducted for each subject and each model
configuration, and models were compared according to BIC values, Bayes factor, and
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Figure 5.14: Model predictions from the attribute-wise generative model of
risky choice. Each panel corresponds to a summary statistic (proportion of choosing
riskier options across trials, average fixation number on XR , average fixation number
on XS , average fixation number on P rR , average fixation number on P rS , average
transition number between XR and XS , average transition number between XR and
P rR , average transition number between XS and P rS , and average transition number between P rR and P rS ). The violin plots show the predicted summary statistic
values, distributed across 1000 simulations. Red lines show the experimental summary statistics for each subject. For visual clarity, subjects are in ascending order
with respect to each experimental summary statistics. The order of subjects is not
consistent across panels.
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predicted summary statistics. The difference between the two datasets with different feature orientations can be well accounted for by different parameter estimates,
suggesting that the models were equipped with enough flexibility to account for the
two datasets. Model comparison suggested large individual variability in terms of the
best-performing model: the attribute-wise model performed best for more subjects
according to only BIC comparison, whereas the option-wise model performed best for
more subjects when using Bayes factor. Importantly, the attribute-wise generative
model displayed an advantage in capturing the choice proportion for subjects with
lower riskier choice proportions.
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Chapter 6: Discussion

The major contribution of this thesis consists in initiating a generative modeling
framework that provides theoretical and statistical bases to account for both choice
and eye fixation data in multi-attribute decision making. The behavioral choice and
eye fixation data are predicted through a single model structure with three components that each make a strong theoretical commitment to underlying cognitive
mechanisms of decision making. The simulated behavioral and eye fixation data from
the generative models shared key similarities with experimental data in intertemporal
choice from Amasino et al. (2019). The models displayed good fits to the experimental
data in both intertemporal choice from Amasino et al. (2019) and simple risky choice
from Stewart et al. (2016). Such a generative modeling framework serves as a valuable
advancement to the integrative joint modeling approach that connects computational
models with process measures (Palestro et al., 2018; Turner et al., 2019a).
In what follows of this chapter, first, I discuss the performance of the generative
models, revisiting the assumptions made for constructing the models in Chapter 2
and Chapter 5. Next, I discuss the novel insights gained on multi-attribute decision
making mechanisms from the model comparisons among different model configurations. Then, I comment on the theoretical necessity of proposing and fitting generative models, comparing them with fixation-modulation models described in Chapter
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2. Finally, I address some critical limitations in the current work and propose some
future directions regarding unsolved questions.

6.1

Performance of generative models

When developing a generative modeling framework for explaining both choice
and eye fixation data, instead of assuming a single model component that produces
multiple outputs, I developed the generative model composed of three components:
information sampling, feature representation and preference formation. The three
components mutually affect one another: the sampled information constitutes the
subjective representation, which accumulate toward a threshold while forming the
preference; in turn, the preference formation determines the termination of the information sampling process. What distinguishes different model configuration is the
feature representation process, while the information sampling and preference formation processes remain the same.
Although many factors are potentially relevant to the information sampling process, the generative models proposed in the context of multi-attribute decision making
are focused on two factors, namely, transition tendency (θ) and attribute importance
(p). Based on the two factors alone, the models successfully captured individual
variability in eight summary statistics related to the eye fixations and eye fixation
transitions. Despite that, model predictions based on the estimated model parameters suggested systematic biases on some summary statistics. For example, different
model configurations of intertemporal choice tend to overpredict the average fixation
number on tSS in Figure 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12, suggesting a lack of model flexibility
to exactly account for this summary statistic. In addition, other characteristics of
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the eye fixation data were not considered when fitting those models, for example, the
first and last fixation patterns, and the directionality of fixation transitions.
To improve model flexibility on accounting for more characteristics of eye fixation data, many other factors that have effects on guiding the information sampling
process may be worth considering. First, the spatial location of task features plays a
critical role in deciding sampling patterns, where decision makers are typically more
likely to attend to top and left features on the screen, even in the simple decision making tasks (Krajbich et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2018). The analysis results in Chapter 2
and Chapter 5 also suggested some differences in eye fixations related to orientations
of task features. Second, the transition patterns may be affected by attribute values,
other than the individual transition tendency. Specifically, the probability of sampling
the next feature may be related to the magnitude of the currently sampled feature.
For example, when the current sampled feature has a very large reward magnitude,
subjects may be more eager to inspect the other attribute (i.e. time delay) within the
same option. Another factor to consider is to what extent information sampling is
influenced by the value representation and preference formation processes (Shimojo
et al., 2003). In the current model, preference formation process affects information
sampling only through controlling the termination of information sampling, without
affecting information sampling patterns. However, it is plausible that preference formation is able to directly alter information sampling patterns, such that, for example,
the option with higher accumulated preference gets sampled more often in the late
stage of the trial (e.g. Gluth et al., 2020). Despite the promises of such of pattern, as
an early exploration, these factors were not fully examined in the thesis.
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When developing a holistic representation for each option in intertemporal choice,
I relied on the canonical utility function of hyperbolic discounting to integrate reward and time delay values. Similarly, I adopted the multiplicative form of amount
and probability in risky choice, with nonlinear transforms on both attribute values.
However, these holistic representations were originally developed to descriptively account for behavioral choice, without necessarily being considered as process models.
Here I simply use these functional forms to explain the option-wise representation,
leaving open a question as to whether and how decision makers actually form such
complex functional forms. In future investigations, it might be possible to try simpler representational forms, such as addition or subtraction (e.g. Stewart, 2011), to
constitute momentary within-option representations. These momentary representations can then be integrated across fixations to generate the choice outcome. If the
choice outcome generated in this way can be analogous to what is generated based on
these utility functions, we can better distinguish the descriptive models from process
models of the decision making process.
In the attribute-wise generative model for intertemporal choice, I assumed power
transformations on both reward and time delay attributes, which is in line with the
previous studies (Dai and Busemeyer, 2014; Turner et al., 2018). Regarding simple
risky choice, a power transformation was adopted for amount values, while a logarithmic transform was adopted for probability values. These transformations, together
with the idea of attribute-wise representation, showed a good account for behavioral
choices and eye fixation patterns. A related model variant based on the idea of withinattribute comparison is the dbS (Stewart, 2009), where the magnitude comparison is
based on the ordinal comparison. The idea of dbS was adopted in Glickman et al.
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(2019), but the model fitting performance was much worse than the option-wise models. Future studies may try to use the generative modeling approach to test the idea
of ordinal comparison for attribute-wise representation.
In order to relate choice preference with the feature representation process, I assumed that instantaneous subjective representations sequentially accumulated before
reaching the decision threshold. However, some nonlinear components, although proposed in the model, were not allowed to be freely estimated when fitting the models
to data, such as leakage and lateral inhibition (Usher and McClelland, 2001, 2004).
According to the data analyses on the intertemporal choice and risky choice datasets,
recent eye fixations were highly relevant to the ultimate choice, indicated by the high
prediction accuracy based on the last fixations in Figure 2.11 and 5.8. The strong
recency effects in the eye fixation sequences suggested that information leakage could
be a useful mechanism when the accumulation process is based on sequential eye
fixations (Glickman et al., 2019; Ashby et al., 2016). Despite that, freely estimating
the leakage term may create additional challenges to model identifiability. A full
exploration of these cognitive mechanisms is beyond the scope of the current thesis.

6.2

Advancements to multi-attribute decision making

Intertemporal choice and simple risky choice are used as two examples of multiattribute decision making for constructing the generative models. Specifically, I constructed four model configurations based on different feature representation assumptions for intertemporal choice, and evaluated them in Chapter 4. Similarly, two model
configurations based on different feature representation assumptions for risky choice
were evaluated in Chapter 5. Through model fitting and model comparison, we can
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gain some insights and provide some advancements to multi-attribute decision making.
For intertemporal choice, among four models that were proposed, attribute-wise
model performed best for the highest number of subjects. Such an advantage of the
attribute-wise model holds across the primary and the replicate dataset, and is largely
consistent with the conclusion from Amasino et al. (2019). However, the option-wise
generative model is the only one that is able to predict the choice proportion of SS for
those subjects with very patient discounting behavior. Such a comparison result shows
the usefulness of including eye fixation statistics for model fitting. Many previous
studies have suggested that the attribute-wise representation performs better than
the option-wise representation, because the attribute-wise model has more flexibility
to fit the behavioral data. In the generative modeling framework, however, the model
has to simultaneously fit both behavioral and eye fixation data, thereby causing more
constraint to the parameter estimates. Given such a constraint, the attribute-wise
model fails to account for behavioral data from the most patient subjects.
In addition to the relative goodness of fit across four model configurations, I
also tried to relate the best model configuration with discounting behavior, across
subjects, by comparing the log(k) estimates between different groups of subjects,
separated by the best performing models. The comparison suggests that subjects with
the most extreme discounting behavior tended to use the option-wise representation.
This outcome is contrary to previous studies (Amasino et al., 2019; Reeck et al.,
2017) who found that subjects with more patient discounting behavior tended to
adopt an attribute-wise representation. More future studies are warranted to get a
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better understanding of the association between representation form and discounting
behavior.
Another insight that we can gain from the model comparison is about the contingent generative model. Traditional studies that investigate multi-attribute decision
making process through eye-tracking typically presume that people do option-wise
integration when they transition between within-option features, and that people do
attribute-wise comparisons when they transition between within-attribute features.
However, the contingent model did not perform better than attribute-wise model, for
most subjects, implying that the asserted link between eye fixation transition and
information representation format is not supported from the current study. Therefore, we may not rely on fixation transitions to infer strategy. Specially, it is entirely
plausible for people to do option-wise representation even when they make transitions between features within the same attribute. A note of caution is due here since
the model recovery was not very successful for the threshold parameter (d) in the
contingent generative model.
Similarly, the model comparison in risky choice suggested large individual variability regarding the better representation form, where the option-wise and attribute-wise
models each performed better for similar number of subjects. The correlation result
between the proportion of choosing the riskier option and the BIC difference suggested that subjects who used the option-wise representation tended to pursue the
riskier option. However, the findings from both intertemporal choice and simple risky
choice may not be extrapolated to all kinds of intertemporal choice or risky choice
because of their special task configurations. Subjects in the intertemporal choice task
showed strong biases in choosing LL options (Amasino et al., 2019), and the task
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design in the simple risky choice task strongly favored risky options based on the
expected utility calculation (Stewart et al., 2016). To develop a full picture of the
individual preference of feature representation form, additional studies will be needed
that encourage more balanced choice proportions of the two options.

6.3

Importance of generative models

This thesis set out with the aim of assessing the importance of developing generative models that explain both choices and eye fixation data. Before doing this, in
chapter 2, I tried fitting fixation-modulated models to the eye fixation and behavioral
choice data. Specifically, in fixation-modulated models, the eye fixations functioned
as exogenous inputs to the models, and the ultimate choices were predicted based on
the multiplicative combinations of feature values and eye fixations. Although such a
framework has been quite successful in explaining simple choice tasks (Krajbich et al.,
2010; Krajbich and Rangel, 2011) and certain forms of multi-attribute tasks (Smith
and Krajbich, 2018), it did not perform well in the specific case of intertemporal
choice, based on the experimental data in Amasino et al. (2019). The unsuccessful model fitting may be explained by the fact that the choice prediction accuracy
has been quite high based on only feature values, therefore leaving little room for eye
fixation data to cause an effect. Practically, the fixation modulation parameter η cannot be successfully recovered in the fixation-modulated models, suggesting that the
empirical eye fixation data cannot flexibly influence the ultimate behavioral choices.
Notice that, however, the fixation-modulated models in Chapter 2 only attempted
to predict choice responses, not including response times, whereas other work on
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fixation-modulated models also tried to predict response times. It is unclear whether
adding response times for prediction will lead to differences.
In the generative models, however, eye fixations are no longer considered exogenous inputs of models. Instead, eye fixations are part of the model output. To better
appreciate the relation between feature values, eye fixations and behavioral choices,
the generative models can be viewed as a coupling of front-end and back-end processes. Each model configuration consists of two components: a front-end process
that decides information sampling patterns and a back-end process that determines
the ultimate choice of the trial. In constructing different model configurations, the
front-end process remains unchanged, but the back-end process differs according to
different assumptions of how decision makers represent task features.
Two parameters of transition tendency (θ) and attribute importance (p) govern
the front-end process. Model parameter estimation indicated that the individual
estimates of the two parameters were similar across the four model configurations in
Chapter 4. Such a similarity suggested that the estimation of the two parameters
in the front-end process was largely invariant to the back-end process. However,
the front-end and back-end processes can by no means be regarded as two separate
models that contribute to the eye fixations and choice proportions, respectively. The
reason is that the sampled features from the front-end process are directly related
to the choice generation, and that the change of parameters θ and p not only drives
eye fixations, but also affects choice proportions. For example, in the attributewise generative model, increasing the attribute importance parameter (p) value could
cause more fixation samples on the reward attribute, therefore leading to more LL
choices. Therefore, when estimating p parameter in the attribute-wise generative
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model, the p estimates were optimized to best match both eye fixation patterns and
behavioral choices, along with other free parameters. Similarly, parameter values
in the preference formation process, such as threshold (d), affect the number of eye
fixations and eye fixation transitions, not only choice proportions.
Together, the generative models described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 should be
viewed as a single model that consists of separate components, not separate models.
One thing to notice is that fixation-modulated models in Chapter 2 predict triallevel behavioral choices, while the generative models in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5
predict choice proportions aggregated from all trials within each subject. Hence, a
more complex generative model structure is needed to directly compare the predictive
power of behavioral choices. However, the purpose of introducing generative models is not about improving prediction accuracy of choices. Instead, the advantage of
adopting the generative modeling approach is to allow factors other than behavioral
choices to better inform model selection and therefore to disclose underlying cognitive mechanisms. By modeling the whole process underlying behavioral choices and
eye fixations, we are able to have better control over multiple sources of individual
variability, eventually contributing to a better understanding of the role of attention
in multi-attribute decision making.

6.4
6.4.1

Limitations and future directions
Across-trial and within-trial dynamics

In all tested model configurations, it is assumed that decision makers hold the
same representation form, thereby using the same decision strategy within trials and
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across trials when performing the whole multi-attribute decision making task. Although similar assumptions have been widely made in most decision making studies,
it may not reflect the truth of decision making mechanisms. In the case of acrosstrial dynamics, there might be changes of decision making strategy across trials, for
example, due to learned expectations or experienced tiredness. Specifically, in intertemporal choice of Amasino et al. (2019), subjects might quickly learn the task
structure, where the tSS and rLL were held constant across trials, or they might learn
the inherent trade-off between the two attributes, using the delay-reward heuristic
(Skylark et al., 2020). Such heuristics, if adopted, may help explain some eye fixation patterns that cannot be fully accounted for by the current simple mechanisms in
the information sampling process. However, the evaluation of across-trial dynamics
is impeded by the current model estimation method, because across-trial dynamics
may be obscured by averaging across trials when calculating summary statistics for
likelihood approximation.
Another aspect is within-trial dynamics. The generative models assumed both a
constant information sampling strategy and a constant feature representation form
within each trial of decision time course. It is, however, possible that subjects switch
their decision strategy in the trial process. Previous studies on investigating the
role of eye movements in decision making suggest that eye movements may reflect
three different stages of information sampling: orientation, evaluation and verification
(Russo and Leclerc, 1994). Specifically, eye movements in early stage reflect an initial
orienting to the visual information, which may not be related to the cognitive task.
In the late decision making stage, people use eye movements to verify their choice
before executing motor movements.
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Hence, as the three-stage theory suggests, the information sampling strategy might
change during the time course of each trial, and this can be implemented in the
generative models by varying the transition tendency parameter θ or changing the
transition probability matrix within trials. Another possible source of within-trial dynamics is to use different representation strategies, for example, by switching from an
attribute-wise representation to an option-wise representation toward the end of trials.
In this way, it is assumed that people might first perform within-attribute comparisons when investigating each dimension, and then conduct within-option integration
before making the ultimate choice. Still, the within-trial dynamics of information
sampling strategy or feature representation may be difficult to be evaluated by fitting
the models to data, but simulation studies may be able to shed some initial light on
these hypotheses.

6.4.2

Response times

The current generative models did not attempt to make predictions about response
times or dwell times associated with each fixation, despite the fact that they have
been identified as informative to disclosing cognitive process. Response times are also
considered important when fitting cognitive models. Although response times are not
modeled, eye fixation numbers function similarly as response times in simulating and
fitting the accumulation models.
In future studies, response times can be integrated into the generative model
structure, so that a full generative model that predicts choices, response times, and
eye fixations can be constructed. Based on the existing model structure, the response
time measures can be readily added. For instance, we can assume a parametric
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distribution such as gamma distribution on the distribution of dwell times on each
eye fixation, which is similar to the state duration distributions in state space models
such as the hidden semi-Markov model (Yu, 2010; Borst and Anderson, 2015). When
doing that, it is worth considering any anomalies in the dwell times. For example,
previous studies indicated that the first fixations and last fixations were of different
lengths compared with other middle fixations (e.g. Krajbich et al., 2010; Krajbich and
Rangel, 2011). Also, a practical issue exists as there are many missing eye fixations
from the recorded eye-tracking data, which requires being properly taken care of when
modeling the full response times.

6.4.3

Likelihood approximation

The proposed generative models are simulation-based in nature, and it is difficult
to establish tractable likelihoods given the choice and eye fixation data. Hence, I have
used the synthetic likelihood approximation method throughout the thesis to fit the
models to the simulated or experimental data. However, the use of synthetic likelihood method in the models raises a few issues concerning the accuracy of parameter
estimation and model comparison.
First, the choice of summary statistics is relatively arbitrary in both the intertemporal choice and risky choice tasks, considering the noisy and multidimensional characteristics of the eye fixation data. Arbitrary choice of summary statistics could bias
the model comparison to favor one model over another. For example, the optionwise generative model performed best in simulating patterns consistent with the last
fixation, compared with other model configurations. The last fixation, however, was
not included in the summary statistics, and so the advantage of option-wise model
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in predicting last fixations was not contributing the likelihood calculation. Second,
summary statistics were calculated by averaging across all trials for each subject, but
those trials were not independent, due to different feature values on each trial. To
make things worse, averaging across trials for calculating summary statistics made
it difficult to evaluate any across-trial dynamics when fitting models to data. Future studies may try using other likelihood-free methods, such as the approximate
Bayesian computation method (Turner and Sederberg, 2012; Turner and Van Zandt,
2012) that allows likelihood calculation on single-trial level.

6.5

Conclusion

In this thesis, I constructed and evaluated different approaches to combining computational models with eye-tracking data in multi-attribute decision making. The
advantage of adopting generative models over fixation-modulated models was highlighted in intertemporal choice. Generative models generate reasonable patterns from
simulated choice and eye fixation data, and these models can be quantitatively fit to
experimental data, with an appropriate likelihood approximation method and a set
of summary statistics. Model comparison suggested large individual variability regarding different feature representation assumptions, and the attribute-wise model
shows some slight advantage when aggregating across subjects. Although there is
still room for improvement and generalization, the current work has opened a novel
way to successfully model behavioral and eye fixation data in multi-attribute decision
making.
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